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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

SET YOUR EARNINGS TO EARNING:
Money deposited with the HANCOCK COUNTY SAVINGS BANK, Ellsworth, Maine, is perpetually on the

piles

increase;

earnings

up

on

earnings; keeps growing

whether you watch it or not.
Money goes on interest four times

{*

Next

a year.
semi-annual dividend at the rate of

regular

--3

%-—-!■

i-a

SELL
YOUR
REAL
ESTATE.
for

sale.

29,210 feet of land situate on south side and at foot-'f Sea street. Northeast Harbor.
Maine. This lot of land Is on the shore and title given to low water mark.
John 1). March place at Baystdu with dwelling and stable; contains .*> acres running to
the shore of Union river bay.
George H. Grant residence. Franklin street. Ellsworth, Me.
H. W. Carr property. Water street, Ellsworth. Me. Apply to
C. W. & F. I,. Mason.

?

!

FIRE INSURANCE.
As

long
destroy,

as

fire will burn and flames

long will there be need
of honest, trustworthy insurance—the
kind you will get always with the
eighteen first-class companies of
so

THE GEO. H. GRANT CO.,
ELLSWORTH and BAR HARBOR, MAINE.

INSURANCE
/

\j

f

THAT

INSURES.

absolutely without restrictions.
with but One Condition, namely: the payment of premiums.
providing for thirty days of grace in the payment of premium,
with Privilege of Loans at five per cent, interest after Policy has been

A
A
A
A

Policy
Policy
Policy
Policy

A
A

Policy incontestable, except for non-payment of premiums from its date.
Policy automatically non-forfeiting after three full years’ premiums have
paid.
Policy payable immediately on receipt of proofs of death in one sum, or
selected number of instalments, or in annual instalments for life.

That's the Standard Annual Dividend

been
in

a

1

Policy

OP THE

NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE CO.
For ratca and further particulars apply to,

R. B.

or

write

Ellsworth,

HOLMES, Agent,

AI»VEKT1K*1HPNI> THIg WKBK.

Liquor indictment*.
Edward E Doyle—Notice of foreclosure.
Woman for companion wanted

SUICIDE AT HANCOCK.

Mra. Charity C. Royal entered upon the
ninetieth
her life Monday.
year of
Friende and neigh bors called to see her
daring the day* and left many tokens of
remembrance.
Mrs. Royal* who has been
ill for several weeks* is now improving.

Capt. J. Lincoln Wooster Takes His
Life In l<Tt of Despondency.

MOUTH OK THE KIVER.

_\

Mark Tate is digging a cellar, and
intends patting np a house soon.
Frank Swett and son Leon have gone to
Bar Harbor, where they have employ-

Hancock, May 8 (special)—The community was shocked early Sunday mornAdmr notice—Est James 8 Powers.
ing at the news ot the death ol Capt. J. ment.
Admr notice—Est Levi B Wyman.
Linccln Wooster by suicide. He had not
Exec notice—Est Thomas D Blake.
Robert B. Carter and wife an In MarlAdmr notice-Est Charles W Beal.
been in good health lor some time, but no boro visiting Mn. Carter’s
J A Thompson—Stationery.
sister, Mrs.
Mrs. C. J. Swan, of Boston, arrived in
J A Haynes—Market.
particular change was noticed when he Susan Mosley.
8 L Lord—Carriages and real estate foe sale. tbs city last Saturday evening for a visit arose
Sunday morning.
Isaiah Garland, who has been at homo
among relatives and frienda. She leaves
Bangob, Mb:
After breakfast his wife had occasion to
all winter with his aged mother, left MonBswyer Dental Co—Dentistry.
to-morrow, and will be accompanied by
to
the
home ol her father, who lived
Joshua 8 Marshall—Notice of foreclosure.
Mrs, M. A. Xing, of Abington, Mass., go
day to Join a vessel.
and soon after leaving home she
Augusta, Mb:
who baa been spending the winter with nearby,
I Mrs. Fred Sadler has gone to
E A Stront— Farms for sale.
saw her husband
1 bar
going across a field to Her
daughter, Mrs. F. W. Rollins.
daughter Gladys is boarding with
Boston
some woods near the house.
Fearing some- Mrs. Oscar Remick.
The schooner Melissa Trask, while towMagicography learned.
thing might be wrong, she followed him,
Parker Morse A Co—Bingham Metal Mining ont of the river last Thursday, stock but as he made no
Walter Alley, oldest son of Chpt. George
ing Co.
reply to her calls, she
on the slabs near Indian point! The tides
ran to call a
Burton Merchant, Alley, who has been very ill with pneuneighbor,
were falling off, and the schooner reSCHEDULE Of MAILS
who soon found Capt. Wooster on the monia, is slightly better.
AT BLLSWOETH POST-OrriCB.
mained on the slabs until yesterday, when,
ground with his throat cut. A rasor was
tn affect May S% 190 7.
attar part of her deck load had been light- found
CHURCH NOTES.
nearby. Dr. Phelps, of Sullivan,
ered by the schooner Revenue, she was was
BAILS KBCB1VKD.
called, but the wounded man was befloated and towed out of the riVer. She is
UNION CONG’L, ELLSWORTH PALLS.
rm<»M west—7.)6 « m, t.waod e.os p m.
yond medical aid.
Pbob East—11.12 % rn, '2 0% ft.ftft and KM p ». bound for Newark with staves from
Rev. J. D. Prigmore, pattor.
Capt. Wooster was born in this town,
BAIL CLOSES AT ftttTomCB.
diaries J.Treworgy.
Sunday, May 12—Morning service at
the son of Capt. Isaiah Wooster.
being
Qatno East—«.4ft a m. 4 ard ft.N1 p w
sermon by pastor.
At a meeting of the directors of the He followed the sea for the
Sunday school at
greater part of 10JO;
Going West—10.41 and 11.31 a m, fl 36 and 9 pm.
11.46. Evening service at 7 JO.
j Ellsworth Loan & Building association
hi^llfe, having been in command of sev«un.i«y mail arrives at 7 20 a m. Closes tor
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
held last week, A. VV. King was re-elected eral vessels. He was
the west at 5.9 p m.
universally respected
ROMAN CATHOLIC.
president* and Henry H. Higgins was by hiB townspeople, and his death is
Rev. J. D. O’Brien, pattor.
C. L. Mor&ng is in New York on busi- | chosen secretary in place of Henry W. deeply regretted. He was a charter memSunday, May 12—High mass and serCushman* who has been the faithful and ber of the J. O. U. A. M., and also a memness.
|
mon at 10J0. Sunday Bchool at 2.16; benefor the past thirteen ber of Pamola
grange.
Mrs. F. C. Burril! is home from a visit in competent secretary
diction immediately after Sunday school.
years. E. J. Walsh was re-elected treasCapt. Wooster was sixty-three years ol
New York.
UNITARIAN.
urer. A. W. Qreely, J. A. Peters and C. W.1
age, and is survived by a widow, two sisMrs. Mark 8. Hertz arrived home Mon- Mason were chosen
Rev. 8. W. Sutton, pastor.
finance committee.
ters-Mrs. R. H. Young and Mrs. Jere
day from Boston.
Sunday, May 12—Morning service-at
The water at the dam has fallen off Stratton, ol this place, and one brother—
10.30.
Sermon by the pastor. Sunday
Senator Eugene Hale arrived home last about six inches from the
highest pitch. Capt. E. P. Wooster, ol Pasadena, Cal. No school at 11.46 a. m.
Saturday morning.
The pumps now are keeping the bed of the cause but despondency can be assigned for
BAPTIST.
Ellsworth public library’s share of the river inside the coffer dam free of water. his rash act.
Rev. P. A. A. KiUam, pattor.
State library stipend is $80.
Nearly all the old crib work of the old
Sunday, May 12—Morning service at
ELLSWORTH FALLS.
E. E. Brady is out again alter being con- dam has been removed. Blasting is now
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sanoay school at
11.46. Christian Endeavor meeting at 7.
fined to his bed a week with a wrenched being done in the bed of the river, and at
Mrs. C. W. Smith visited friends at
Evening meeting at 7J0.
one place grade for the foundation of the
back.
Bangor last week.
Bible study and prayer service at 7JO
bouse has been reached.
C.
H.
power
The appointment of a pastor for the
Miss Eva M. Brown, of Bangor, was at Friday evening.
of Boston* general manager of the
Eglee*
Methodist church here has not yet been
CONGREGATIONAL.
Ambursen Construction Co., has been in home over Sunday.
Rev. R. B. Mathews, pastor.
m&de.
Ellsworth during the past week, looking
Harry Lamson, barber, has gone to Bar
The Thursday club will meet Thursday
Sunday, May 12—Morning servioe at
Harbor lor the summer.
over the work.
10.30. Sermon Dy pastor. Sunday school
of this week with Mrs. R. B. Mathews inat
11.46. Evening service at 7.30.
The fishing season in this vicinity
The sewing circle will meet Thursday
stead of with Mrs. W. R. Parker.
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7JO.
opened up last Wednesday, when the ice with Mrs. B. S. Jellison.
Miss Muriel G. Davis is in Harrisburg,
went out of all the ponds. Henry WhitMrs. Fred Grace returned to her home
Pa., the guest of her cousin, Mrs. F. Her- ing and Henry W. Cushman were on
COMING EVENTS.
at the Green Lake hatchery Tuesday.
bert Snow f born F. Maud Presby).
Branch pond about as soon as the ice was
ELLSWORTH.
There will be a sing at the home of
Miss Rena B. Roberts, of Boston, is here out, and met with their usual success.
Charles A. Joy and wife this Wednesday
Wednesday evening, May 15, at Uniassisting in the care of her mother, Mrs. They brought in four salmon aggregating
tarian
vestry—Sapper and sale.
evening.
Carlton McGown, who is seriously ill.
twenty pounds, the largest a six-pound
and Wednesday, May 28 and 29,
Miss
Grace
who
is
Tuesday
Hamilton,
teaching
The regular monthly meeting of the fish. The fishing has opened up this year
at Ellsworth—Annual convention ot the
Ellsworth board of trade will be held at better at Branch pond than at Green lake, at East Holden, was home Friday and
Hancock county W. C. T. U.
Opening
Manning hall next Monday evening at 7.30. though at the head of Green lake Bangor Saturday.
Fred Hunton has moved his family to session at 2.30 p. m. Tuesday.
The men engaged on the electric road fishermen have landed some good fish.
Few fish have been taken so far in lower East Machias, where he is employed.
survey are making good progress, and are
Business Notice*.
Green lake, where the smelts have been
They will begin housekeeping there.
now' working at Bayside near the Trenton
The comfort of artificial teeth that feel and
late in running, owing to cold water.
“Aunt
Jerusha’s
was
line.
Quilting
Party”
look and “act” just right cannot be overestiI
TLe board of health has made a thor- repeated Friday evening, to a good-sized mated; and the dentist who guarantees to
An arc light has replaced the series |
audience. The proceeds amounted to |27, ! make such teeth certainly deserves patron; ousra investigation of the schools of Ellslamp at the corner of Main and Franklin
See Dr. C. E. Sawyer’s ad in another
and finds no cases of the itch, as : which were applied to the parsonage fund age.
streets. This light is a donation for the worth,
It does find a few cases of a dis- ! The mill of Charles J. Treworgy has | column.
coming year by the electric light company. reported.
The excellent coffee served at the supper of
ease known as empetigo, in some respects j been shut down sinceThursday of last
Dr. A. M. Fulton, who spent the greater
similar to the itch, but which appears week, caused by breaking of a gate shaft St. Joseph’s Catholic society last Wednesday
of
the
winter
returned
Monwas the Gold Star brand, donated by
par:
away,
first on the body instead of on the hands. and bursting in of the bulkhead. The evening,
tbe Berry Hall Co. through A. M. Hopkins.
day in improved health. She is stopping It is
contagious by contact, and can be high water makes repairing difficult, but
at present at Mrs. \oung’s on Pine street.
The board of it is expected the mill will be running
transmitted by books.
'Sbnrtttsrri.nuB.
A Sunday train began running last Sun- health
severely condemns the system of again to-day.
day. It arrives from the west at 7.20a. m., passing books from one pupil to another.
At a meeting of the church and parish
and leaves at 0.10 p. m. This is a mail Some of the books so used in the schools
held in
the
vestry Monday evening,
train. The mail closes at the postoffice at are
and
the
board
of
filthy bejond belief,
Charles H. Haynes, Rev. J. D. Prigmore
5.30 p. m.
health proposes to examine books and
and Mrs. Harriet Hastings were appointed
isupt. L. H. Cushman, of tue Bar Harbor condemn those considered unfit for use.
while they are cheap and keep
a committee to make needed repairs on
& Union River Power Co., arrived home
Fire in the John Malone building on the church and to take steps toward sethem for use when they are
this morning from a business trip of Water street at 8 o’clock last Friday morn- curing a parsonage.
several days to Lewiston, Augusta, Portexpensive, you should use
ing, caused considerable damage. The
land and Biddeford.
store on the main floor was occupied by
LAKEWOOD.
There will be a meeting of Esoteric George A. Dodge, wholesale dealer in conMiss May French is in Bar Harbor /and
lodge, F. and A. M., to-morrow evening fectionery and tobacco, and the tw’o upper
for the purpose of conferring the E. A. floors were occupied as a lodging-room vicinity for a few days.
Vernal Frazier has gone to work on the
and F. degrees. A
full and prompt j annex to the boarding house of C. S.
attendance is desired at 7.30.
Johnston, adjoining. The fire started in railroad for the summer.
which keeps them as fresh as
and is attributed to smokJohn Wilbur, of Eastbrook, held serAmong those who are attending the ! the upper floor,
To be had at
new.
in bed by one of the lodgers. The vices in the
meetings in Portland this week of the ing
chapel Sunday.
received a severe
of
the
building
upper
part
grand masonic bodies are J. F. Knowlton,
George Quinn, who has lived at EllsJames E. Parsons, C. R. Foster, A. \V. scorching, and the whole bnilding was worth Falls for some time
past, has moved
Much
of
Mr.
wet
down.
thoroughly
W.
H. Dresser and M. Oallert.
back to his farm here.
King,
stock was removed, bnt it was
Dodge’s
Howard Moore, a senior in the EllsThe young ladies of the Unitarian
badly damaged, the insurance company worth
Apothecary,
society will give a “white supper” in the
high school, has been unable to atMr. Johnston’s tend school
his loss for |970.
settling
for a few days on account of
vestry Wednesday evening, May 15. In loss on furniture was about
and the illness.
flAINE.
|250,
ELLSWORTH,
addition there will be a sale of candy and
damage on building about |3J0.
a clearance sale of articles left from

To Preserve

m

force three years.

A

NSW

•ides. Mr. Thompson* who was formerly
in Machias* is now located in Bangor.

Maine-

WATER GLASS

George

General Insurance Agency of M. E. Holmes.
ELLSWORTH.
ilAINE.

Cor. Mala aad Hancock Street..

INSURE Your Property in the PHILADELPHIA UNDERWRITERS,
combination pulley of the Fire Association and Insurance Company of North America.
of Philadelphia, Penn. Asset., f 18,000,000.
HOLMES, A seat, MHsworth lteis«.Office 'phone M-3.

a

M. E.

o.

W.

TAPLEY.

INSURANCE.

Ellsworth.

REAL ESTATE.

Me.

INVESTMENTS.

W. 1. Thompson, who has been
spending several weeks with her mother,
Mrs. E. L. Kingman, in this city, left
Saturday for Bangor, where she now re-

BUSINOS

8TRICTLV

CONFIDENTIAL.

GRADUATION and WEDDING GIFTS.
Watches and Chains,
Fobs, Charms and Rings,
Brooch Pins and Buckles,
Back Combs and Bracelets,

Beads, Lockets

and Charms,

Cuff Buttons and
Scarf Pins.

8W ASTI K A
the latest Cad in

Swastika is the Indian
emblem of good luck,
and wearers of Swastika Jewelry are sure to
have good fortune follow them.

A

GRADUATION GIFT.
t.

r.

We have

a

line of

SILVER,

GLASS,

CUT

JEWELRY.

EVERYTHING SUITABLE
FOB

STERLING

ROBINSON, Optician

INVESTMENTS.
We

own

and offer for sale

$25,000.00
Maine & New Brunswick
Electrical Power Co.

BRIC-A-BRAC.

GOLD BONDS

us

assist you

*100,

making

a

& Jeweler.

*000,

81,000.

City of New York, 3 1-2’s.
Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
3 1-2’s.

Barred Plymouth Rock Eggs for Hatching
batching

Price and full Particulars

The
season Is now on. and I am prepared to furnish Eggs from my prize-winning
strain Barred Plymouth Rocks, bred both for utility and fancy. Winners this season at Bangor,
watervilie and Portland. Fine laying strain of big brown eggs.
$1.00 per IB; (5.00 per 100.
Orders may be left at Austin H. Joy's.
FRED P. HAYNES, Ellworth,

OP

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN.

away.
miles

an

yond

the

was

hour.

at about thirty
hundred feet bewith a jar w’hich

running
Three

crossing,
the seventy-five passengers forward in their seats, the tender left the
rails, dragging after it the baggage car
The
and the two passenger coaches.
tender and coaches ploughed through the

yards.
Among Ellsworth people on

ties for 100

were

the wrecked

Mrs.

on

NATIONAL BANK

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

of the accident is a long, level
of road bed, almost level grade
There are a few farm houses in the vicinity,
and the nearest telephone nearly a mile

Patrick Mullan, F. M.
Gaynor and wife, Miss Eva E. Aiken, E.
H. Greely and Charles 1. Staples.

Applicatiou.
FIRST

Rails

At 5.15 o’clock last Thursday afternoon
train No. 11, leaving Bangor at 4.55 and
due at Ellsworth at 6.08 left the track near
the crossing at Whiting’s bill in Brewer,
tearing along 100 yards upon the ties beNofore its speed was finally checked.
body was injured, but it was a very narrow escape from a serious catastrophe.
At 7 o’clock the train from Bar Harbor,
due in Bangor at 7.10, arrived at the scene,
took the passengers from the derailed
train and returned to Mt. Desert Ferry,
arriving at Ellsworth at 9 o’clock. Northbound passengers were transferred to
special cars which had been sent from

train

Eggs

Me.

Leaves

hurled

selection.

connection

Train

Near Brewer.

The train

Denominations
Let

Harbor

stretch

5 per cent.

CLOCKS,

Bar

WRECK.

Bangor.
The place

Ltd.

in

Swastika Jewelry.

2t!>f)CTtignsunt«.

CHINA,

STATUARY.

TRAIN

Mrs.

kinds. Fire. Lite. Accident.

ALL

A. Parcher’s,

the

Christmas fair.

First-class Bonds and Stocks,
I Sell, Buy, Rent. Collect
Marine. Liability. Steam-Boiler. Rente, and look after gener- Mortgages negotiated, Money
loaned on collateral.
Surety Bondi.
ally.
All

Eggs

Quarry Strike Averted.
West Sullivan, May 8 (special)—An
agreement was effected between the granite dealers and union men Tuesday afternoon, after a week’s suspension of business in
the stone-cutters’ department.
are to be the
the last bill, with the
cents per day increase for

framed
of 25

Conditions

same as

by

exception

of those employed

as

out-door work
markers.

Japanese

Goods.

Beils to lull you to sleep.
Favors
for Whist Parties, Dinner Cards, Japanese Vases. And
every home should have a stork. CALL AND SEE THEM.

Japanese Wind

J.

A.

THOMPSON,

Slain Street,

Ellsworth.

=--

CHKI^HAX

fNDKAVOR.

ati(jrrtt»rmrnt«.

iilutual Benefit Column.

3mong tl}c ©rangers.

,

Prayer Meeting Topic
Beginning Wl

Far

tSe

Week

ay !2.
By REV.'S. H. DOYI.E.
Lcrgons .nm the p ilriarchs.
Topic.
IV. Joseph.—Fs. cv. Hi-24.

EDITED BY “AUNT

It*

Motto:

free
While no woman is
from periodic suffering, it does not
seem to be the plan of nature that
women should suffer so severely. Irregularities and pain are positive
evidence that something is wrong
which should be set right or it will
lead to serious derangement of the
feminine organism.
Thousands of women, have
found relief from all periodic suffering by taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, which
is made from native roots and herbs,
as it is the most thorough female

came to

Egypt.

Jacob died

Etfypt.
but at his own request was sent back
to Canaan for burial.
Joseph lived
110 years, spending ninety in Egypt.
But his body was also embalmed and
carried back by Moses to Canaan and
buried at Scheekem. Joseph’s life is
thus seen to have been a most romantic one, and from it lessons of value
come, especially to the young.
1. Joseph's life tenches a lesson on
the dangers of parental partiality.
Borne children are undoubtedly more
lovable than others, and parents may
be excusable for even preferring one
to another. Joseph was Rachel's firstborn son. and it was natural perhaps
that for this reason Jacob should take
him especially to his heart- but. whether we

may excuse

a

m

partial feeliug

The purposes of thl- column ara auecim-tly
stated in the title and motto—'.t Is for the mutual
benefit, ami aim* to be helpful and nopefulBeing f >r the common go«H!. »t t*f>rthecoai
mon use—a public f-ervant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium-for the interchange of ideas. In ihl« capacity It solicits
communications, ami its success depends largely
on the support given it In this respect. Communications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission.
Communications will he subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, bat none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
The American,
Ellsworth, Me.

\7
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THB HILLS OP PBACE.

It is well to live in the valley sweet
Where the work of the world is done.
Where the reapers sing in the fields of wheat.
As they toil till the set of sun.
Ah, vea, it is well to live on the plain
Where the river flows on through the fields.
Where the ships sail down to the boundless
main
With the wealth that the valley yield.

of
so

a

number of

clippings

sent

by

one

first helpers whom we all remember
well—“Ego,” and the poem of this week

our

from that collection.
I am reminded of a song translated
from the German which 1 copy here as a
companion to the selection in her memory,
while the latter, it may be, will give courage to those
came

Who wait

or

Madge:
Thinking that possibly the M. B. sisters
would like an easily made pudding (which 1
know* from trial is good). I copy below a recipe found in a Boston newspaper.
By the way. a small consin of ours remarked the other day, after copying for her
mamma the recipe for never-fail cake, that
Dear

Aunt

she should not think any one would have
dared to give it that name, for it might sometime fail.
Brown Betty—Pr.re, core and slice six or
Put a layer of stale bread
seven tart apples.
crumbs in the bottom of a baking dish, then
put a layer of the apples, then another layer
another
of 4he bread crumbs and
layer
of apples until all is used, having the last
layer crumbs. Add a half cup of water
to' a half cup of molasses, stir in two tablespoonfuls of brown sugar, pour it over the
crumbs and bake in a moderate oven for one
hour. Serve hot, with sweetened cream or
H.
hard sauce.

For

a

*

May 15.

_

"** klll

mild, ea«.v action of the
l,0.,i

gle dose of Doan'. Regnlet. I.
mint cure, habituil
constipation
boa. A.k yoor druggist tor

a

SMuitiomuntB.

HANCOCK POMONA.

j Kemp’sBalsam
1

>r*BT

_

SEAGIRT, SOUTH DERR ISLE.

|

Jj

COUNTY NEWS.
County News, see other pages.

Seagirt grange held its regular meeting
April 20, with a good attendance. A committee was chosen to look after the browntail moths. One candidate was instructed
in the first and second degrees. Tne lecturer presented a very good programme,
including a dialogue, “How* He Popped
the Question,” by W. M. Lyman Stinson
and Secretary
Nina Pert; readings by
treasurer and lecturer; song by overseer.
On the question: “What can we do to

grange more interesting?” some
interesting points were given.
A literary contest was started.
Hattie
Smith and B. D. Tracy serve as captains,
Mrs. Henry Hamilton is quite ill.
and worthy master is
Clam
judge.
C. H. Young has been employed by C.
chowder was served.

ftafltoata mt Stumfeint

make the

NORTH BROOKLIN,
Mrs. Georgia Dow is out again.

H. Rhodes.
Charles

Tyler

and

Brooklin for the

George Giles
where he has

family

have

moved to

summer.

Bluehill,
working for Miss

is at home from
been

Josephine Sweet.
Abel Staples and wife have returned
home from Rockland, Mass., where they
spent the winter.
Rev. C. C. Koch, of Sedgwick, assisted
by Rev. Mr. Bailey, of Brooklin, is holdhave

A little longer, outside the gate,
ing a series of meetings at the chapel.
not. we cannot excuse the manifestaWhich opens, soon or late,
The house occupied by Joseph Grindle
tion of partiality. No parent should
To all.
at Granite caught fire recently. The Are
show a marked preference for one
was promptly discovered, and pht out bechild over another. Just as nearly ns
THE PLAINS OF PEACE.
fore serious damage resulted.
Is the way so dark, O wanderer?
possible each one should he treated
Sub.
May 6.
I* the hill crest wild and steep?
alike to avoid any feeliug of enmity or
Far, so far, the vale beyond thee.
hatred among the children or a resentis
alseason
of
there
At this
the year
WALTHAM.
Where the home-lights vigil keep.
ment toward parents.
ways a demand for padding recipes and
Still the goal lies far before thee,
Percy Davis and wife have gone to Ells2. Joseph’s life teaches that, under
most
this one, for which we thank UH.”
Soon will fall on thee the night.
worth to work.
God. trials may be turned into triBreast the path that takes thee onward.
sincerely, will be acceptable to many
A little daughter came to the home of
umphs. The trial of being sold into a
Fight the storm with all thy might.
l|pusewives. We shall be glad to have Otis Young and wife recently.
Tho* thy heart be faint and weary,
strange country resulted In the triyou come again.
Tho’ thy footsteps fain would cease,
Mrs. Charles Jordan has returned from
umph of attaining a position of power
a few weeks’ stay in Massachusetts.
Journey onward; past the hill crest
In that lnnd. The trial of being basebDear Aunt Madge:
Lie for thee the Plains of Peace.
You will be surprised to see me so soon
and falsely accused ended in the triMrs. Charles Davis and little son Olin
again, but I want to say that whatever the have returned to Northeast Harbor.
umph not only of high position, second | Is thy path so rough, O Pilgrim,
pot hooks resulting from my pen may have
Passing ou thy way through life?
only to the king himself, but also in
Howard Davis and wife have gone to
resembled. I didn’t intend to use the combiDeep the sorrows that beset thee.
the opportunity of being of great servnation “I’ve began” which appeared in my Hull’s Cove, where they have employment.
Great the burden, wild the strife,
ice to humanity. Better than being in
last letter. It reminded me of a man once in
Though the hill of life be weary,
George Stanley, Hollis and Bert Jordan
high position was the opportunity of
our employ, who on churning days used to
Though the goal of rest be far.
have gone on the river for Henry French.
saving thousands from starving to
announce politely: “The butter has came.”
Set thy whole heart to endeavor;
H. T. Silsby, of Aurora, wras in town
death, even his own father and brethSome day I am going to try to write a letter;
Turn thy soul to yon bright star.
ren.
And why did God thus overrule
From the toiling, from the striving.
havep't been doing my duty very well lately, Friday installing telephones in several
but have enjoyed the letters from the others. residences.
evil for good in Joseph’s life? Because
Then at la-t shall come release.
Esther.
One shall bring thee past the hill crest.
Joseph took God with him into tile
Schools are in session, Miss Isabel JorHome unto his Plains of Peace.
None of us who know you would ever dan, of this town, and Grace Brown, of
strange land and was ever faithful to
Him.
Too many leave God behind
Another clipping I found in one of have charged you with a grammatical er- Lee, teachers.
when they go far away from home. Janet’s letters of long ago; I insert here, ror, Esther, but for the sake of those who
H.
May 6.
Such a course cannot bring God's because so many of yoa have your know you only through the column, the
GREAT
POND.
and
is
We
are
success.
in
order.
on
the
flower
correction
to
blessing
thoughts
glad
gardens you are
3. Joseph had no resentment against planning for, or working upon, and so hear from you any way, and know how
F. E. Mace and wife and Ezra Williams
his enemies.
His treatment of his you will be all the more ready to send in hard it is for busy people like you always and wife went to Bangor Tuesday to
brethren was most magnanimous. In the answers to these descriptions.
to find time to write when they wonld attend the lecture given by W. J. Bryan.
this
he
Christ
himself.
Aunt Maria, here is a chance for you. like.
Aunt Madge.
typified
July and August will bring many here
"Though reviled, he reviled not back Dont let Susan’s earthquake shocks or
from the turmoil of city life to find rest
nature
seeks
again.” Human
usually
SOUTH SURRY.
anyone’s remarks throw yon off the
and health beside lakes and streams of
"I’ll pay | “track” whose twin “rails” are hopefulvengeance upon enemies.
Harry Bellatty, of Ellsworth, is visiting this little hamlet among the hilla.
a
back!”
is
familiar
ness
and helpfulness, whose “ties” are his
yon
expresvery
Hollis Patterson and James Colburn
uncle, Calvin Young.
sion, but God has said, “Vengeance warranted to last, and whose “Bleepers”
Hollis Bonsey and Clarence Jordan are have gone on the river for Frank Frost;
is mine; I wil! repay.” Like Joseph wake at the first call of the M. B. C.
Edgar Mclninch, Guy and Eugene Chick
repairing Mr. Speed’s stable.
and the Master, let us leave all venge1.
Plant a kitten and what will come
for Nahum Jordan; Earl Bracy on the
There are many clam boats to be seen in
ance and punishment to God
and
Penobscot, and Ezra Williams will go to
up?
the bay, and clams are becoming very Nicatons. Business is very quiet here.
strive to live with no feelings of hatred
2. Plant a bag of flour and what will
Many houses are closed, and the people
scarce.
even against our enemies.
come up?
have gone out for wider fields of labor.
BIBLE READINGS.
Fred Curtis, who has been in California
3. Plant a sunrise?
E.
May 2.
Gen. xxxvli, 1-4, 28-36; xxxix, 19-23;
and Arizona for some months, returned
4. Plant a cupid’s arrow?
home Sunday.
XlL 25-43; xlil, 1-8; xlv, 1-15; xlvi, 1-T,
AURORA.
5. Plant a box of candy?
29, 30; 1, 24-26; Matt V, 43-48; Heb.
6. Plant days, months and years?
Fred Coggins went to Ellsworth last
George Crosby was in Ellsworth last
XL 22.
7. Plant a man who has paid part of week to Join the schooner Wesley Abbott, week.
his debts.
Capt. John Jordan.
A. E. Maee and wife attended the Bryan
A Necklace of Promism.
8. Plant John?
Howard Cunningham, who had a trou- lecture in Bangor.
as
it
is
used
in
Junior
Tbe
pledge
9. Plant a breeze?
blesome toe amputated in Ellsworth last
William Crosby and wife visited relaDr. William Carey’s mission field, in
10. Plant a sheep?
week, is doing well.
tives in Bangor recently.
India, 1b called PratIJna Mala, or
11. Plant imitation stone?
Mrs. A. H. Coggins returned home last
"Necklace of Promises,” a beantiful
The Moose hill sewing circle meets with
12. Plant a kiss?
after an absence of spme Mrs. Moses Giles
name.
A translation of tbe pledge
Thursday.
13. Bury the hatchet and what will Saturday,
months. She will remain but a few days.
will be interesting and suggestive to come
Adalbert Bridges has gone to Bar Harup?
John
died
at
his
home
here
all Junior superintendents:
Torrey
Capt.
14.
Plant the sun?
bor, where he has employment for the
last Thursday alter a long illness. He summer.
"I love tbe Lord Jesus and will try
15.
Plant Christmas eve?
one brother, Capt. George
leaves
Torrey,
near
and
to
Him
every day to keep
16. Plant the middle of the afternoon? and a sister, Mrs. Low, of Deer Isle. One
Schools began April 22.
Miss Fanny
walk according to His will.
If these are responded to others will be brother, Capt. Frank Torrey, of Sedgwick, Silsby teacher in No. 1, and MrB. Charles
will
those
died
a
"I
short time ago.
try to do all
things by given. Answers in two weeks.
Silsby in No. 2.
Which I may learn His will, such as
Tramp.
May 6.
C.
May 6.
reading tbe Bible, attending Sunday
NORTH SEDGWICK.
In a personal letter from N. L. T. she
HANCOCK POINT.
school and the services of the church.
Mrs. Caddie Lakin, of South Portland,
“When I get up iu the morning and gives me permission to make some exDannie Foss haB employment for the
lie down at night, I will pray that I tracts from it for our column, which I am is visiting her father, John Freethy.
season with C. A. Penney.
do.
to
glad
be
able
to
may
keep this promise.
Mrs. Edith Hartwell, who has been in
Mrs. Hattie Martin spent last week with
“If I possibly can, I will be present Dear Aunt Madge:
Massachusetts for a number of weeks, re- her sister, Mrs. Alton Parritt, in Bar HarI have written you many letters in my
at all the meetings of our Juuior Enturned home Friday.
bor.
deavor society and iu some way or thoughts. Aunt Jana made me a short call
Harry D. Thurston and wife, who have
Mies Jennie Ball came home this week
which I enjoyed to the uttermost; as I did
other he the Lord’s witness and so
been in Boston and Leominster, Mass., from Massachusetts, where she has been
also the pretty pinks which she so kindly
tbe
for
two
have
returned
home.
help
meeting.”
weeks,
employed in a straw factory.
thought to bring me. I want to thank Aunt
Mrs. Nettie Staples, who has been quite
Maria for her letter which 1 will answer as
Daisy Chester came home from JonesDr. Clark a Crusader.
soon as I am better, also Sadie’s—they helped
ill for four weeks, has not been as well for port Saturday.
She has been with her
the
few
last
All
Dr. Francis E. Clark, needless to say, to pass away the lonely hours, and it is endays.
hope she will socn sister, Mrs. if. E. Dobbin, since winter.
recover.
to
such
letters
from
friends.
I
get
received an enthusiastic welcome at couraging
George A. Phillips, of the Baltimore
Mrs. Clara Cole, of North Brooklin, and
the Massachusetts state Christian En- have just written to one of my W. R. C. sisdental college, is home. He will spend his
Mrs.
Ella
Thurston spent one dav last vacation with his father, W. H.
deavor convention, and every EndeavPhillips.
Let me mail youjree, to prove merit, sam- week at Sargentville with
Mrs. Nellie
orer in the vast audience at one of the
E.
May 0.
of iny Dr. Shoop’s Restorative, and my Sargent and Mrs. Clara
Clapp.
ook on Dyspepsia, The Heart, or The Kidlevelling meetings heartily seconded the
May 6.Rae.
neys. Address me, Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis.
My Best Friend.
(remark of the lion. Curtis Guild, Jr., Troubles of the Stomach, Heart or Kidneys,
Alexander Benton, who lives on Rural
the governor of the commonwealth of are merely symptoms of a deeper ailment.
Wonderful Eczema Cure.
Don’t make the common error of treating
Route 1, Fort Edward, N. Y., says: “Dr.
'Massachusetts, when he said: “Each symptoms only. Symptom treatment is treat“Our little boy had eczema for five King’s New Discovery is my beBt
earthly
ing the result of your ailment, and not the years,” writes N. A. Adams, Henrietta, Pa. friend. It cured me of asthma six
century has furnished its own peculiar cause.
years
Weak Stomach nerves—the inside ‘‘Two of our home doctors said
the case ago. It has also performed a wonderful
type of crusader to lead the world nerves—mean Stomach weakness, always. was
hopeless, his lungs being affected. We cure of incipient consumption for my
the Heart, and Kidneys as well, have
along the paths of civilization and of And
their controlling or inside nerves. Weaken then employed other doctors, but no bene- son’s wife. The first bottle ended the terprogress. Surely among tbe crusaders these nerves, and you inevitably have weak fit resulted.
By chance we read about rible cough, and this accomplished, the
of this century who have promoted vital organs. Here is where Dr. Shoop’s Electric Bitters; bought a bottle and soon other symptoms left one by one, until she
Restorative has made its fame. No other noticed improvement. We continued this was
perfectly well. Dr. King's New Disclean living and high thinking and the remedy even claims to treat the “inside medicine until ssveral bottles
were used,
covery’s power over coughs and colds is
nerves”.
Also for bloating, biliousness, bad
when our boy was completely cured.” Best simply marvelous.” No other remedy has
very foundation facts of all religion no breath or
use
Dr.
Shoop’s
complexion,
name stands higher than thut of Fran- Restorative. Write for my free Book now, of all blood medicines and body building ever equaled it. Fully guaranteed by E. G.
tonics.
'Dr. Shoop’s Restorative, sold by G. A. Par- health
Guaranteed at E. G. Moobe, Druggist. 50c and fl.00. Trial
cl» E. Clark.”
Moore’s Drug Store. 50c.
chkr.
bottle free.
_

The grange met April 27, with a good
attendance. One candidate was instructed
in the third and fonth degrees. Ice-cream
and cake were served at recess. A fine programme was carried out.

jLAMOINE.

Lamoine grange held its regular meeting April 30, with a large attendance.
After business, three candidates were instructed in the first and second degrees. A
short but interesting programme followed,
and then

the supper earned in the

came
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BCHOODIC, FRANKLIN.

Schoodic grange held a regular meeting
May 2, with forty*five members present
and seven visitors, Bro. Foss and wife, of
Pamola grange, being among the number.
The question for next meeting is: “Resolved, that the trades unions have been
more injurious to the people of the United
States than the

|

•

BANGOR.
8ua

literary contest, which was enjoyed by all.
Visitors were present
from Hancock

wealthy corporations.”

It will be opened in the affirmative by G.
B. Scaminon, assisted by Bro. Fred Doyle,
and negative by J. D. Perkins and Frank
C. Blaisdell.
Following is the programme for the next
meeting: Heading, John Perkins; song,
Frank C. Blaisdell; whistling, Minnie
McKenzie; dialogue, three members; solo,
Bernice Dunn; reading. Flora Perkins.
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

Whereat, Death has entered our grange,
and it has been the will of our Heavenly
Father to remove our beloved past master,
Bro. Joseph E. Dunn, from our number,
Retolved, That we extend our most heartfelt sympathy to members of his family in
their bereavement, and commend them to the
Great Master who doeth all things well.
Retolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be placed on our records, a copy sent to the
bereaved family, and also to Thb Ellsworth American, and
that our charter
be draped for thirty days.
John D. Perkins,
Frank C. Blaisdell,
Flora J. Perkins,
Committee on resolutions.

05.jn

Sorrento.< 8 55
BAR HARBOR. 9
1 20
7 35i 8 40
Trains leaving Ellsworth 7.16 a m and 4.29p
m. and arriving Ellsworth 11.12 a m. 10.52 p m,
connect with Washington Co. Ry.
t Stop on signal to conductor.
* Stops only to leave passenger- from points
east of Washington Junction.
These trains connect at Bangor with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland,
Boston and St John.

301

....

Passengers
cure

are earnestly requestly to protickets before entering the trains, and
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to

!

especially

Ellsworth.

F. E. BOOTHBY. G. P. 4 T. A.
GEO. F. EVANS.
Vice-Pres. and Gen’l Manager.

Ellsworth, Blnehill anil

Swan's Island

STEAMBOAT COMPANY.

SEDGWICK.

Sedgwick grange met Hay 3, with a
good attendance. After the oeoal bnaineee,
the

programme waa taken up. The question: “Which is the more injurious to the
health, work or worry?” wae diecueaed.
There were reading! by Sietera Beulah
Smaliidge and Inez Page.
The grange will celebrate its
twenty
fifth anniversary Hay 17. There will be
degree work next weak. Owing to the
bad weather, there wae no
meeting
April 28.
_

RAINBOW, NORTH BROOUVILLR,
At the meeting of Rainbow
grange May
2, two candidates were instructed in the
third and fourth degrees. Refreshments
were served at recess.
The lecturer furnished a line programme. Fifty members
were present,
including visiting members
from Arbutus grange, Surry.

The Direct Boat* Between Ellsworth sad
■II Palate la Blaehlll Bey.
Steamer Percy V, Cent. K. H. Bowie, W. I~
Rcmlck. paner. weather permlttlna, will lent
Ellsworth, Tiieadeye. Thursdays kod Saturday.,
aa followa:
Rllawortb, Sam. South Surry,
e m, Blaehlll, 14.20 • m. South Bluehlll. IU>
» m, North Brooklln. HAS e m. West Tremom,
1241 P m, MeKlolry (Bate Harbor!. lJ4p».
errlre at Atlaude (Swan'e I aland), 2.1J p »>•

MJ

RETURNING

Wedneadaya. PrMeya end Sundays, a* follow! ■' Caere Atlantic7 a m. McKinley, J »
Weet Tremom. 141 t e. North Brooklla. f “
a m, Sooth Blaehlll, 10.14 am. Bluehlll. II a»,
South Surry, 12.14 p m, errlre at Llltwottk
about I 3u p m.
Landlate will be made el Black Island op
notice.
Fretehl handled Tie Kaaleru 8. S. Co to aid
from Boston. Portland, Rockland, sioulnktoi
end all polnte on He Penobscot riser.
The steamer can be chartered for eicursloi*
or special trips every Monday.
F. 8 Loftf, PiesldeatO. W. TaPLtr.
Trees. A (jon’l mf<-

PENOBSCOT.

_

81es

sup^^

ORu*,.

thim._^d”“Ul

The next meeting of Hancock Pomona
grange will be held with Highland grange,
North Penobscot, May 24. The programme
Nora
includes address of welcome,
Staples; response, Jennie Bridges; paper,
Annie Hatch; topic: “In what way may
a good patron best show* the teachings of
the^rder in his daily intercourse with his
fellowmen?” leader, A. B. Hutchins; resolved, “That agricultural pursuits hold
out sufficient inducement® for a young
man to choose that for his occupation,”
affirmative, Homer Lowell; negative, Norris Heath.

ZrtdtaSSSiLd 5S

For Additional

Wedneadlqr evening.

Friday, May 24-Meeting of Hancock
Highland grange,

Mrs. Pinkham’s Standing: Invitation to Women

ters who is ill in Portland, and if my short
letter will help her as your letters did me. I
shall be well repaid. I have been home over
five weeks and can only sit up a little while at
a time,
about four hours in the whole day.
and yet I have gained a little all the time I
have been home. I find it very tedious lying
around so much, but I have many kind friends
who run in and see me often.

EAST

.torn,
Alamoosook grange did Saturday
not meet
There will be a dance
.t

county Pomona with
North Penobscot.

period

Women suffering from any form of female weakness are invited to
write Mrs.Pinkham, at Lynn,Mass From the symptoms given, the trouble
may be located and the quickest and surest way of recovery advised.

ALAMOOflOOK,
on account of

enoo.h**"'"
"'*■

reason.

DATES.

to mecucai science.

New York
Miss Adelaide Nichols of 324 West 22nd
writes:—Dear Mrs, PinkhamIf women who suffer would only rely
would be
troubles
their
upon Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
quickly alleviated. I feel greatly indebted for the relief and health
which has been brought to me by your inestimable remedy.”
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound cures Female Complaints
such as Falling and Displacements, and Organic Diseases Headache.
General Debility, Indigestion, and invigorates the whole feminine
system. For the derangements of the Kidneys of either sex Lydia
6. Pink bam'b Vegatabla Compound is excellent.

Aye.

tained

AOELAIUEniCHOLS

known

good

Compound
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Street,
City,

But beyond the meadows, the hills I see
Where the noises of traffic cease.
And I follow a voice that ca31eth to me
From the hilltop-regions of peace.
The airs, as they pass me, sweet odors bring.
Unknown in the valley below.
And my spirit drinks from a hidden spring
Where the waters of comfort flow.

Dear M. B. Friends:
In looking over some letters this week I
came across
many choice things that recalled the old associations of ot^r column.
One envelope from South Deet Isle con-

regulator

munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without

of its terrors. Women who are troubled with painful or irregular functions should take immediate action to ward off the serious
consequences and be restored to health and strength by taking
that

to live is sweet in the valley fair,
And to toil till the set of sun.
But my spirit yearns for the hilltop's air
When the day and its work are done.
For a Presence breathes o’er the silent hills.
And its sweetness is living yet,
The same deep calm all the hillside fills.
As breathed over Olivet.
By Esther H Trowbridge, in Christian Intelli
genctr.

~y

harvest

pecially

PAIN
PERIODS OFentirely

"Helpful and Hopeful

—

Joseph was the elev^mli s' n rf Jacob ami the tir-tborn ton <*f his beHe v. as bom i.»
loved wife Rachel.
Mesopotamia about 17-ff» R. C. lie Is
first mentioned In sacred history when
as a youth seventeen years of ; ft? he
brought evil reports of his brother"; t<»
Jacob, their father, and thus arouse 1
This enmity was intheir enmity.
creased by the fact that he was the
favorite sou of his father and that thi;
partiality had been shown by giving to
Joseph a “coat of many color0,’’ “a
long tunic with sleeves, worn b
youths and maidens of the richer
«rlass.” Joseph’s dreams, in which his
future power over his brethren was
foreshadowed, ntjded new fervor to
their hatred. Being sent on an errand
to them by their father when they
were in the fields, they determined to
kill him, but instead they sold him to a
band of Ishmaelites going to Egypt.
Jlece he was sob’ to Potiphar and
soon rose in power; but. being falsely
accused by Potinhor*s wife, he was
thrown into prison, where lie remained
for at least two years and then was
released and placed in high position
for interpreting a dream of Pharaoh
foretelling seven years of plenty and
seven years of famine.
Joseph was
given entire charge of preparation
against the famine ami proved a great
success.
He saved Egypt and even
his own family. Through the famine
all his brethren and finally his father

This column is devoted to the Grange, esto the granges of Hancock county.
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All com-

W\D6e“

^
after which an
interring p °»«miBe
carried ont.
*„
Fourth degree and

As there w»s no work Friday
evening,
the meeting was turned over to the lec-

Following is-the programme: Pisolo, Nina M. Varnum; recitation,
Ethel Hutchins; song, B. E.
Varnum;
clipping, B. A. Bhind; dialogue, “The
Hival Hunters;” poem, Htanley
Hutchins;
remarks by members. All
parts were well
taken.
members
Forty-six
and two visiturer.

ano

tors

were

EASTERN

Steamship Company.
Mount DcNft A Bluohlll

Division.

present.
EAST BLUEHILL.

East Bluebill grange held its
regular
meeting May 4 with a small attendance.
As the lecturer was absent, the
literary
programme was postponed until the next

meeting.

BAY

VIEW, SALISBURY COVE.
large attendance at the last
regular meeting of Bay View grange. The
second and third degrees were
There

was a

•tj*1!!!

Commencing Monday, April 29,
leaves Bar Harbor week days at 1-80 P
vuu
Seal Harbor. Northeaat Harbor, Southwest
bor, Brooklin, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Snr#®B, »
Koekia
vjlle, lslesboro (Dark Harbor), and
connecting with steamer for BostonSteamer leaves Baas Harbor waekdaysftt
m, forWest Tremont. Bluehil), South
c
Stonlngton, North Haven and Rocklauu,
nectlng with steamer for Boston.

^ua“B.

RETURNING

conferred,

Call at our store, please. lor a
Dr. 8hoop's “Health Coffee". free samnle „r
If
disturbs your Stomach, vour Heart nr k'iM

reTJoBee

I’miJauim
wKie4 Drn M‘8haCleier
SaST aud° yiocha Se^a

Old

ta8^€/,he*nhas
m

not

ee-

Health

even

a

single8grain
Health Coffee

Whoop’s

Leave
laud.
Leave

Boston week days

at

5 p m, f°r

Rockland at 5.30 a m, or on
steamer from Boston, dally (except
via Intermediate landings.

IioC*
of

wrrljjjl
Mouubj;

First-class fare Bar Harbor to Boston.
way; $8 round trip.

one

All freight, except livestock,Jls
Are and marine risk.

^
insured agalr

CoaF. S.

Sherman, Supt.. Rockland, Maine.
:,«4

THE OCEAN'S BOTTOM.

“DICK” LAFFIN.
AH

ELLSWORTH

BOY'S

Conditions That Prevail in
Abysmal

RISE IN

Depths.

the electrical world.

DID TO HIM IN MANILA
HAT THEY
THEM FOE THE
LEAVING
HIS
ON
united rates.

(Soslon Herald.?
were gorgeous
green
The invitations
the green above), and
raid gold—(with

(hey read this way:
CEAD MILLS 7AILTHE
will be at home
Ur Richard T. Lalfln

oa the
the "Son* of the Old Sod"
Patrick’s day, Mareh IS, HOT.
ore of St.
Manila.
No 400 Calls Real, Malate.
Dinner at S o'clock.
please reply before March 14.

to

I
|

|

be “Dick” Laffln’s last St. Pattbe Philipp1"®*, “ he hopes
in God’s country again before
to be back
four yaurs and over
the snow flies. For
tbe
h, has been In the Bust, teaching
and run electric
Filipinos how to build
reoeived his “marchrailways, and ha had
from horns.
ing orders”
Do his friends (which includes the
of Manila and
entire white population
suburbs) got together on the natal day of
is
the patron saint of tha Glean Isle, that
on the eve of
tossy, they got together
St. Patrick’s flay and separated-indefinitely—to tell him what they thought of
It

was

to

rick’s dsy

in

him.
“Dick” Laffln used to be a Boston boy,
although he was born in the town of Hancock. Maine, and finished all the school
received
in the
ever
education ha
schools of Hancock. As a young man he
spent many years in Ellsworth. He came
to Boston just as soon as he attained the
of a ticket—
age of reaaon-and the price
and began work as a car-driver, later entering the employ of the Boeton elevated
ig a

motorman.
HU RAPID RUB.

He roee so fast that he left only a streak
of dust along hia pathway, and it was
only a few yean baton he wai occupying
an important executive poeitlon with the
Boston people. Then he went to Worcester as genenl superintendent for tbe Worcester Consolidated Street Hallway Co.,
and when the Philippine Development Co.
started to modernise the street and suburban nil and transportation facilities
around Manila, “Dick” Laffln was tbe
man they picked for genenl manager.
And he has done the job so well that
the various oriental steamship companies
are now quoting excnnion rates to Manila
for the executives and officials of the different street nilway lines In tbe East who
want to obtain a “peek” at a system
which has been made the model of tbe
Orient.
The invited gnests at “Dick'a” dinner
included all the available army, naval and
civil officials in Manila and its vicinity.
The only ones who didn’t go were some
few in the hospital and others in the jail.
But they participated, nevertheless—that
is, so far as the liquid part of tbe dinner
was concerned.
Among the number were Gov.-Gen.
James F. Smith, Gen. Leonard Wood,
Oen. J. F. Weeton, Justices James F.
Tracey, A. C. Carson and A. S. Croasfleld.
SANG TOAST TO OLD IRELAND.

To the air of “St. Patrick’s Day in the
Morning” the company arose and sang:
■“Here’s to the land of the Shamrock so green,
Here's to the lad and his darling colleen;
Here's to the ones we love dearest and most.
And may God bless ‘Oald Ireland’—
That’s an Irishman’s toast.”

With

the

remark

that

“this

is

no

Blarney”, the toastmaster. Judge James
F. Tracey, aroae aud read the following:
“Do not keep the alabaster boxes of yonr
love and tenderness sealed up until your
friends are dead. Fill their Uvea with sweetness.

Speak

approving, cheering words

while their hearts

can

be thrilled and made

happier by them; the kind things you mean
to say after they are dead and gone, say before they go. Rather have a plain coffin with- i
out a flower, a funeral without a eulogy, than
a life without sweetness of love,
sympathy,

and good will.
Let us learh to anoint our
friends beforehand for their bnrial. Postmortem kindness does not cheer the troubled
spirit; flowers on the coffin cast no fragrance
backward over life’s weary way. Remember,
we travel the road of life bat once; let as
try
to make the world better for
having lived.”

,

:

The bottom of the ocean
presents a
number of conditions which do not at
first sight seem to be at all favorable to
life. There is no
sunlight, there is low
temperature, the supply of oxygen must
be scanty, the pressure of the
deep la
enormous, being roughly speaking, a ton
per square inch for every thousand
fathoms of depth. Some of the specimens of
the Albatross, therefore, must have lived
under the conditions of two and onefourth tons pressure to every inch of surIsoe. We ourselves live and do onr work
under a pressure of fifteen pounds and we
do not feel it.
In (sot, we are so aocustomed to it that
on going to the
top of a mountain where
the atmospheric pressure Is much
lees, we
are all affected by a weakness
called
“mountain sickness’’. On the other hand,
if we try working in pressure that is too
great we ere affected by the caisson disease. The tact that our bodies are
permeable to normal pressure makes it not
Inconvenient for us to live in our atmosphere. In a way that is comparable the
deep sea fishes have been fitted to the conditions of pressure that obtain at the bottom of the sea.
Judged by ohr standards their tissues
are leas firm, their bones more
cartilaginous; their acalee thinner and the whole
in
some
cases almost gelatinous.
body
These are as they are viewed in our atmosphere, but it Is believed that when
subjected to high pressure the body becomes firmer and the bones mare
solid, bo
that In their haunts they are comparable
with our fishes at the surface.
So far as temperature is concerned,
fishes seemed to be fitted to endure the
cold, snd have been taken from the water
four or five degrees below thirty-two degrees Fahrenheit.
How the creature* of the ocean’s bed
get their oxygen has not been absolutely
determined. Surface and running water
hold mechanically a quantity of oxygen
besides that which enters into the water
aa one of its chemical constituents.
Under the conditions of pressure it would
seem aa if the oxygen in suspension must
be lost, so that some have been of the
opinion that the deep sea animals must
supply themselves with the necessary gas
by a chemical decomposition of the water.
Specific organs for this purpose seem not
to have been noted as yet.
Dr. Qarman shows that the quantity of
oxygen consumed by the creatures is"
much lessened, since he finds that the
abysmal fishes have various modifications
of the breathing apparatus. There are
smaller oxygenating areas, the Iamine are
reduced in number and in some species
there is a smaller number of gills. All
these point to reduced capacity for consuming oxygen. Besides this Dr. Carman
calls attention to the fact that there is
light at the bottom due to a member of
causes, probably in part chemical action
and reaction. These processes may aid
the low temperature in retarding the
decay (or oxidizing) of organic matter, so
that the quantity of oxygen needed may
of itself be smaller.
Then again the chemical processes may
themselves contribute to the needed supply. There seems no doubt about the
processes of life being shorn of a portion
of their activity, and the deep sea animals
are more deliberate in the circulation of
their blood, and more slhggish in their
movements. This must of necessity be a
condition befalling those which live in a
medium so dense, where the resistance to
movements is considerable, but it affects
all the creatures so that they are probably
in equilibrium as at the surface. Probably no one of the denizens of the deep
sea is at a disadvantage on account of its
greater inertness.
To the question of the illumination of
the bottom of the sea, Dr. Oarman has
made important contributions. They are,
it is true, but the merest by-product of
bis enormous work of examining the
great stock of fishes collected by the
Albatross, incidental to which there has
been the description of more than ISO

new to science.
j species
The older idea of a

sea-bottom
j illuminated in
sporadic localities by
bunches of phosphorescent corals must
be laid aside and a new one taken up in
which the light is much more uniformly
And then they drank to the sentiment: diffused, and in its production the fishes,
“One in name, and one in fame are the animals and foods all take a share.
writes ur.
sea-divided Gaels.”
“Judging from tne nsnes,
After which they
must
reach
threw the glasses (broken) into Manila Gar man, “the sunlight
hay.
depths of nearly or quite 200 fathoms.”
SCINTILLATIONS OF THE MENU.
Then there comes a region of darkness,
The menu of the dinner wss ■ work of the Azoic ba|t of Agassiz, where there is
and at the
ere. If the
compilers forgot to introduce no life. Below this again,
m it a
play upon the names of any of the bottom, is the lower belt of light which,
invited guests, it was an oversight. The l*ke the surface, is inhabited by multimenu at “Dan McGuinness’
celebrated tudes of species represented by myriads
“Christening” was crude and incomplete of individuals. That this light exists and
by contrast. For “Pois (s) on”, they had that it is generally diffused is proved by
“Branagan's Antidote" (whatever that the fact that the fishes brought from the
may be). For a “Relief” the servants abysses are seldom blind.
In caves, where there is no iight whatbrought in “Maloney Drops from Water
Wagon”. Then as an “On Tray”, they ever, the fishes are blind through disuse
served “Welch Grab It” and “Rise Curry”. of their eyes, but the deep sea species are
Among the “roasts” were: “Tracey’s well furnished with organs of sight. One
Decisions with laffin Gas,” “CrossAeld’s is struck with the enormous size of some
as
Hearty Chokes,” with “Higgins’ Right in of them, being in fact of a diameter
great as one-third of the length of the
Fluid” to wash them down.
so
formed
to
are
head. They
evidently
The dessert was a masterpiece. They take
every advantage of the comparatively
were:
“Oh Reilly
Kisses,” “McCoy faint illumination. There is light there,
This light Dr. GarHugs,” “Smith Squeezes,” and “McCar- although it is faint.
believes to be greenish in color, basthy’s ‘Micksed’ Chestnuts”. For liqueurs man his
on
the
prevailing tints of
ing
opinion
they had “Wood Alcohol”, “Carsey’s Ab- the fishes which live there.
these
depths there swim or
aint,” “Molitor’s Knockout Drops,” and
Throughout
fishes
“Leach’s Favorite Prescription”. The crawl, or nestle in the oozy bottom lumiprovided *ith lanterns, flashlights,

“Finale” was “Harding’s Hurry Wagon
Casa Stewart”.

to

The dinner lasted from 8 o’clock of the
16th until—there does not
appear to be a
record of the finish. As near as he could
remember it, to quote from a letter of an
invited guest at the dinner to a friend in
Boston, he left a part of the company at 4
•• m. on St.
Patrick’s day tearfully rendering selections from “The Wearing of
the
Green”, “Kathleen Mavourneen”
and “The Mac’s and the
O’s” to a deeply
wondering assemblage of Filipinos who
Wthered in awestruck numbers in
Hont of “Dick” iAfiSn’s quarters. On the
authority, it was stated that the
memory of that dinner will be handed
nown from
generation to generation of
as
the
“Greatest

^“‘PJ^o-Americans

nous

organs

or a

dark

generally phosphorescent

skin. The lights may be for seeking food,
for lures, for the selection of mates, or to
from losprevent the members of a school the
fishes
ing one another. The light that
carry with them is, broadly, of one or two
of
the
luminosity
characters, the general
skin or illumination of spots by means of
lantern.
a highly specialized
Leptoderma
for example has a phosphorescent overcoat, whue another queer fish, dredged in
the Indian ocean, has its entire head
*
illuminated.
Don’t Pay Alimony
to be divorced from your appendix. There
will be no occasion for it if you keep your
bowels regular with Dr. King’s New Life
Pills. Their action is so gentle that the
appendix never has cause to make the least
complaint. Guaranteed by E. G. Moore,
Druggist. 26c. Try them.

ELLSWORTH MARKETS.

85 per cent. pure. Unless one is assured
of the character of the impurities, it is unwise to buy a redtop less than 05 per cent,
•8

Strawberries Now Here for the Season— Few Changes In Prices.
pure.
There is little of note in the local marFrom the above it is evident that in the
kets this week. Strawberries, which have judgment of the director of the
experibeen in the market for a few days at a ment station, it is wise to
buy only hightime for several week! past, have now grade seeds that are
comparatively pure:
come to stay for their
season, with 25 Not only are the high-grade seeds purer
cents a box the prevailing price for the but
they are usually larger, plumper and
best quality.
heavier, more of them will germinate, and
are
more
the
Eggs
plentiful,
producer they make stronger plants.
receiving 15 to 18 cents, while retail price
There is certainly no economy in the atranges from 17 to 20.
They will be tempt to save one, two or even five cents a
cheeper.
pound on the purchase of grass seed. ExThe quotations below give the range of
pensive as seed is, it is a comparatively
retail prlcea in Ellsworth.
small item in seeding down, when the
cost of labor and fertilizer are taken into
Deanery Pradoas.
Hatter.
consideration.
Creamery per a.445440
Dairy .25*4
KITTKRY TO CARIHOU.
Cheese.
Beet factory (new) per h.ISglt
William Kief, of Eastport, one of the
Best dairy (new).U
Dutch (Imported)..90 well-known member* of the soldier*’
NeufehMel.M
home at Togas, died last week after a long
■BBS.
Preeh laid, per dos.17® 91 illness. He waa born in Ireland, Angnat
6,1848, enlisted at Eastport in Co. K. of
Poultry.
Chlohsot.
19424 1st Maine heavy artillery, Angnat 4,1882,
fowl .15*15 and was
discharged at Washington June
Ray.
38,1885.
Best loots, por cos.19 g'4
Everett E. Haynes, manager of the CariBslsd.IS
straw.
bou Water, Light ft Power Co., was
Loos;. 9*11 drowned in the Aroostook river near Carihfcou Wednesday. Mr. Haynes was at
fsnotahlat.
work alone in a boat above the dam, and
20 Oslons, h
Potatoes, p«
OSgOS
05 Bermuda onions
OS la supposed to have gone over the dam.
Parsnips, lb
a
02
lb
9
Hosts,
Turnip*.
waa found below the dam.
Mr.
M ctbbagn, a
O’® * The boat
Squash, lb
Sweet p eutoee, ft
07 New cabbage, tb
05 Haynes was born in Oakland about forty
lb
02 Celery, bunch
90®»
Carrots,
years ago. He was in business in WaterLettnoe,
12® 5 Beano—porqt—
09
Radishes, hnnch
It *11 ville until about sis years ago, when he
Tellowoye
15
Rhubarb, lb
10 became manager of the Caribou Water,
Pen.
Cucumber., each 05® .0
Power ft Light Co., in which he was a

large

ralt.
25*00 Lemon dos
>2 Applet, coot,
e

owner.

Oranges, dot
95*50
Cranberries, qt
pt 20 §30
Sirawbe-rles, bx 20323 Applet, table, px SOs4.

NORTH LAMOINE.

trroeorloe.

Ooaae—par a
Bio,
Mocha,
Jars,
Tea—per a—
Japan,
Oolong,

Sugar—per a—

,isg,20

25
S3

-43g.S9
.30* 65

Grannlitel, 00 *05*
Coffee—A A B.
.os
Tellow, C
.05*
Powdered,
oeglu
Molattea—per gal—

Mrs. W. 3. Archer and Mrs. George
Rice, par a
4S*ji9 Smith have returned from Waterbary,
20*23
Vinegar, cal
Cracked wheat,
.46 Conn., where they have spent the past
M
Oatmeal, per a
three weeks.
.90
Buckwheat, pkg
.04
Graham,
Edward Royal has purchased Mrs'
.04
Rya muni,
Granulated meal.b 0914 Rachel Hodgkins’ place, and is moving his
household effects from Ellsworth.
Oil—per gal—
The
Llaaeed,
.95*.79
19 family came yesterday.
Kerosene,
Y.
May 6.
_

45
Hanna,
40
Porto Rico,
40
Syrup,
Nntatad Provisions.
Beef,ft:
Pork, ft.
.16 0.80
Steak,
Chop,
.12 0.25
Ham. per ft
Boasts.
.06 £.10
Corned,
Shoulder,
16
Bacon,
Tongues,
.06 *06
Salt
Tripe,
Teal:
Lard,

Steak,
Boasts,

20836
lug.15

A man
whatever

without decision belongs to
make capture of him; and
thing after another vindicates its
rights to him by arresting him while he
16 £18 via trying to go on.—John Foster.
W+.JA
11

Free

]££26

Samples of

“Preventics" and

harmful whatever. Preventics prevent colds
/-as the name implies—when taken early, or
at the “Sneeze Stage". For a seated cold or
LaGrippe, break it up safqly and quickly with
Preventics. Sold by G. A.Parcheb.

Fresh Fish.

Smelts, lb
12)4
3u
shrimps, qt
Finnan haddle, lb
12
40
Scallops,

LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

Humors

^

Pimples

Carpets, Rugs, Draperies*
Perhaps the Most Important Department

x^

I

in the Store

Daring.,

the Xext Two Months.
The big fresh lines of standard makes of Mattings, Oilcloths and Linoleum*
So sre the Rugs, Art Squares; so are the Inoe Curtains, Boiler
Curtains, Portieres, Conch Covers and other Draperies. The best line in the city
are

all here.

New Silks and Dress Goods.
Each suceeding season the designer, the dyer and the weaver add freaB
triumphs to their previous season’s work. This season the products of the loom*-'
are little short of perfection.
Blch weevee st moderate prices. Yon should see:!
this handsome array of new silk and drees goods; you should carefully investigate their merits; this done, your choosing will be easy. We particularly call
your attention to the line of suitings in mixed and plaids; also in plain colors at
50c. per yard. Also our line at 75c and $1.00 per yard,
j'he strongest lines of
sny store in Eastern Maine.

Wash Dress Goods and White Goods.
You will And our equipment of Summer Cotton fabrics most complete. The i
bright, breezy beauty of the printed Cottons snch as Ginghams, Muslins, Percales
will appeal to yon. The white goods in all their snowy freshness will tempt yon.
We have anticipated the demand for Dress linens, Persian lawns, Muslins,
Figured Organdies, Mousseline de Soie and in fact almost every kind of weave
suitable for Waists, Suits and Skirts. Take the assortment in all, it is the best.

News For

Housekeepers.

The standard staple stocks of all-the-year-round goods have been folly
replenished. It is your buying time now for Table Linens, Towels, Napkins,
Crashes, Bedspreads, Sheets, Pillow Slips and scores of other items of every-day
household goods. We invite your careful inspection of these new lines, firmly
!
believing you will find them to you liking.

We start the spring selling in our Garment section with a thoroughly up-todate equipment of Tailor Made Suits, Jackets, Coats, Separate Skirta, Wrappers,
Shirt Waists and others. We have had the very best to choose from and we have
selected the beat things as to style. We guarantee our prices in this department to be lower and styles as up-to-date as it is possible to be. An early
inspection here will more than repay you.

Eczema
Ulcers

bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 6»
pounds, and a bushel of Turk's Island salt shall
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
In good order and dt for shipping. Is 60 pounds,
of apples, 44 pou nds.
Tbe standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and dt for shipping. Is 60 pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruta-baga turnips and peAs, 6<
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions 52,
of carrots, Fngl’sh turnips, rye and
pounds;
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
of barley and buckwheat, 48 pounds; of oats,
32 pounds, or even measure as ov agreement.

Drop by drop the offensive discharge
caused by Nasal Catarrh falls from the back
of the nose into the throat, setting up an inflammation that is likely to mean Chronic
Bronohitis. The certain, rational cure for
Catarrh is Ely’s Cream Balm, and the relief
that follows even the first application, canuot
be told in words. Don’t suffer a day longer
from the discomfort of Nasal Catarrh. Cream
Balm is sold by all druggists for 50 cents, or
mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street, New

This store opens the Spring season of 1907 with e most complete equipment of"
wanted Merchandise. It has taken much thought, much care, much Intelligent>
■election to gather this collection, but now that it 'is all here, all properly
priced, all properly displayed in the various sections, we feel amply repaid for
the work done. Now we invite you to come and investigate all this bright,
seasonable newness. We invite you to be among the first to choose. Ton’ll find
styles at top notch. You’ll find qualities most reliable. You’ll find prices
absolutely fair and Just. Yon’U find that this store’s highest aim ia to be of ?
honest servloe to you in every detail. We have often emphasized the satisfaction
of early selection. We would particularly emphasize that fact now.

Ready-To-Wear Garments.

Running

A

The Quality of Grass Seed.
The Maine law regulating the sale of
agricultural seeds requires that grass seed
shall be sold under a guarantee as to
purity. Bulletin 138 of the Maine agricultural experiment station gives analyses
of the seeds which were collected by the
inspector and those sent to the experiment
station by correspondence in 1906.
The dealers are very generally conforming to the law, and the purity of most
seeds is now guaranteed. The question
naturally arises in the mind of a farmer:
Should a seed be strictly pure, and if not,
how nearly pure should it be?
The purity of seeds varies greatly with
their kind. It is possible to grow timothy
seed so clean that it shall carry practically
It is not as easy to
no foreign weed seeds.
grow any of the other grasses or clovers
so clean.
There is no need for the sow er
ever to buy timothy seed that is much
less than 99.5 per cent. pure. Samples
have been examined by the station the
present year which contained not a single
foreign harmful seed.
The best red clover seeds will frequently
carry as much as one per cent, of foreign
matter, although these impurities are
usually comparatively harmless. In many
of the low grade red clovers which are
only 95 per cent, pure, it sometimes happens that a large part of the impurities
are harmless.
It is, however, poor policy for the sower
to buy a red clover seed that is less than
98 per cent. pure. The best grades of
alsike clover will run about 98.5 per cent,
pure on the average. It is doubtful if the
purchaser should buy an alsike w’hose
purity is less than 97.5 per cent.
Redtop is the most difficult seed of all.
it will, of course, contain more or less
chaff. It is difficult to grow redtop free
from timothy, and the seed cleaners find it
difficult to separate timothy seed from
redtop after it has once been introduced.
Samples of redtop carrying as high as 12
or even 15 per cent, of timothy are not
unusual.
If one could be sure that the impurities
were harmless like chaff and timothy, it
might be safe to buy a redtop even as low

The FRESHEST, NEWEST, BEST.

aWjtrtistments.

30
Flounders, doz
each
05 Boneless herring,lb 16
Fuel.
Goal—per ton—
Wood—per cord
7 50
Broken,
Dry hard, 5 0086 90
3 0085 00
7 ft *
Stove,
Dry soft,
7 00
Bounding* per load
Bgg,
1 00#1 26
7 5)
Nut,
5.00
6 5)
Blacksmith**
Buttings, hard
Flour, Grain and Food.
Oats.bu
55@F0
Flour—per bbl—
4 6086 50 Shorts—bag—1 35ai 40
110 Mixed feed, bag,
Corn.lOOft bag
1 4"£145
Corn meal.bagl 15a 1 20 tflddllngs,bag 145 9155
Cracked corn,
115 Cotton seed meat, 1 60

*

Spring Goods Ready
M. GALLERT’S.

booklet

12014 merit. Preventics are little
Candy Cold Cure
tablets. No Quinine, no Laxative, nothing

103*25
Lamb,
C5
Tongues, each

York.

a

Colds will be gladly mailed you, on request,
by Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis., simply to prove

on

i3

Lamb*

06
Cod,
06
Haddock,
12918
Halibut,
50
Oysters, qt
St Johns alewlves,

can

one

AMtrttstmntu.

The Glove News.

Paul Glover, aoo Al*
len
St.,
Springfield'
Mass., says: ‘‘I had a

large running

sore

Needless to tell you the Glove stock is now at its best. The twelve and sixteen button length in both Kid or Fabric gloves will be as scarce and difficult to
procure as they were last season. We have them at present; our advice is buy
these now to make sure of them.

Hosiery

on

I
my face for years.
tried remedy aftcrremgdy,
but gave them up in
I used that
disgust.
liquid X>Zalia, and in
less than 3 weeks the
sore had entirely healed."
Any sore can behealed
by this liquid X*Zalia,
whether it is a tash,
humor, eczema, ulcer,
or
a
running sore of
long standing. Try it.
You just keep the sore
place wet with it. It’s
clean, soothing, and you
can put it on the rawest
sore without one bit of

smarting.

Muslin Underwear.
Each season does the demand for made Under-Muslin increase. The greatest
demand is during the Spring and Summer months. The stock of Nightgowns,
Skirts, Corset-covers and Drawers is much larger this season by reason of increased demand. Kindly make an inspection.
v

The liquid that grows healthy jlesk oh any sore.
Torn Flesh
Eczema Sores
Running Sores
Mouth Sores
Ulcers
Humor
Varicose Ve'ins
Scalp Itching
Pimples
Head Catarrh
Carbuncles
Chapped Hands
with X*Za*ia.
wet
the
sore
All you do is to simply keep
Get a 50c. bottle from any druggist to-day.

and Underwear.

At all times and at all seasons is the Hosiery and Underwear section replete
with the best products of the best manufacturers. At no time, though, is it so
completely representative as at the beginning of the season. No department in
the store receives more careful attention, no department is more freely patronized. If you want satisfaction for yonr money we invite you to make your purchases of your hosiery and Underwear at this store.

Corsets

TO FIT ANY SHAPE OR FORM.
We have

breaking

a new

over

the

Corset called the Loomer.

hips should try these;

we

Those having trouble with Corsets

warrant them not to.

Laces and Embroideries

FREE BOOKLET
AND

DRESS

TRIMMINGS. A COMPLETE AND FULL
ASSORTMENT.
Everything in these lines New apd Up to Date.

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers
For Men, Women, Misses and Children—tbe Most Attractive
Line in the City.
We make

don’t forget

a

specialty of Children’s Shoes. If

you want

satisfactory foot-wear,

us.

The stong values represented in this announcement are merely representations
numberless others awaiting you. We keep almost everything in our line.
Reliable goods at lowest prices is and always has been our rule. Our arguments
why you should buy of us are: Best stock, reliable goods and lowest prices consistent with quality.
of

______

Pauper Notice
tbe

of Ells

contracted with
City
for those wtk
worth to support
HAVING
assistance during tbe next five y«ar»
and care

may

|

oeeu
are legal

and
residents of Ellsworth. I forbtr
all persons trusting them on my account a*
there Is plenty 01 room and accommodations u
care tor them a: the city yum bouse.
»
It
lluTTIHMWS-

M.

GALLERT,

ELLSWORTH,.MAINE.

In store for you
There’s a surprise,
If you will bake
Your bread and pies with

“Town Talk”Flour
(America’* Greatest Winter Wheat Patent)

No other way
makes such
Jhk your Grocer for "Ttd-Blts" from "Town Talk"
Cook-book.

—

the latest

good things
on

bakinP"
dav
&
J

^

j
j

|

Oft)' iCllstoovth American.
A

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
POBUIUKl)
RVVRT WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

ELLSWORTH. MAINE.
BY THk

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING €«»
F. W. Rolling. Editor and Mtnacer.
W. H. Titus, Asocial® Editor.
yew; $1 OMor six
months; 90 cents fur thr-e muuiti; If Aid
79 and 38 cents
In
tuJvsno.
$’
9*,
strictly
respectively. Single cojde• 5 cents. All ar>
ranges are reckoned at the rate of #2 per
year.
AdYertislrg Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on app’tcaiton

Subscription Prlc*'--#*

O''

a

s shAiId be addressed
to, and all monev rder* made payaoln to Thb
EllsHancock county Publishing co
worth, Maine.

Businesscommunlc-ttAdf
•

will result in sending a similar commission to France.
Orest
The announcement from
and this

probably

not taken so seriously by
officials. There has been an effort for
three years past to get Oreat Britain
Premier
to adopt a protective tariff.

WORK OF RESUSCITATION
SHOULD BE LONG CONTINUED.

THE

Britain is

Baltour baa announced himself In
favor of a “preferential arrangement
with the colonies”, which would mean
that they would have free trade with
the mother country, and the rest of
the world would be shut out by a
tariff wall. But Oreat Britain moves
very slowly in matters of national
chaDge, so that it is not likely there
will be any immediate alteration In
her policy of free trade.
Things are
evidently moving that way, however,
and such a change would seriously

This week’s edition of The affect the trade of this
country with
It must be
Canada and Australia.
said, however, that while there is now
2,804 a preference in the Canadian tariff in
Average for the year of 1906,
favor of Oreat Britain as against the
United States, our trade with Canada
WEDNESDAY, MAY 8, 1907.
has grown steadily in the past decade,
and that of Great Britain with CanaThe experiment of substituting
da has steadily fallen off.
horses for men in hauling Are apparatus to flree is to be tried in EllsCOUNTY GOSSIP.
worth. The board of aldermen has
authorized the purohaze of two
Stonington is soon to have sn all-night
hones, to be kept at the engine- telephone service.
house on Franklin street, and two
The strike which threatened in Franklin
men will be detailed for dnty at the
and Snllivan quarries has been averted.
same place. The horses will also be
available for other city work. The
Next Friday is Arbor Day, and will be
committee on Are department has observed quite generally by schools in

MANY INSTANCES ON
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HAVE
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TO

RECORD
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A

LONG TIME.

“I have no doubt that many lives are
lost in drowning accidents,” said an experienced physician, “for the aimple reason that efforts at resuscitation after the
recovery of the body are not continued
long enough, and that those who attempt
to bring back consciousneass do not continue long enough at the work, and give
the person up for dead too toon. A good
rule to follow is to keep working until
you are sure the patient is dead, and then
work

as

much

SDbrrtifmunta.

be lost sight of by those who assist in
getting a body from the water. While it
is possible that the patient may be dead
after a minute or two nnder water, it is
also possible that the patient can be
brought back to life even though submerged twenty or thirty minutes, provided the efforts to induce breathing are
patiently persisted in after the water has
been removed from the lungs. One never
can tell when he has the exceptional case
under1 treatment, and, therefore, he should
not give up until the limit of poesibility
is reached.

DROWNING CASES.

IN

HAD CATARRH THIRTY YEARS
Congressman
Meekison

Keith’s Theatre, Boston.
The programme to be
presented at
Keith’s next week will be notable for the
number of acts that have never before
been seen in the house, among them those
of Phyllis Rankin and Harry Davenport,
Willy Pun tier and company, the Sharpshooting Vivians, Work and Ower, athletic comedians, and Wood and Lawson,
dancers. The balance of the bill will be
made up of well-known performers, including Qenaro and Bailey, Ben Welch
and Willa Holt Wakefield.
Phyllis Rankin and Harry Davenport
have a new sketch that is one of the hits
of the season.
The acrobatic act of Willy Puntser and
company is to “take”. Many shooting
acts have been seen in vaudeville, but it
has remained tor the Vivians to cap the
climax.

longer.

American is 2.200 copies.

-—

Gives
Praise
To

In view of the large number of drowning accidents which happen every year
in the bays, rivers, streams and lakes of
Maine from the overturning of eanoes,
boats and while bathing the people of the
State living anywhere near the Water
ought to know how to proceed in a drowning accident, and to realise that persons
apparently dead from drowning are often
brought to life, even though they have
been in the water for a long tims.
The length of time a person may stay
in the water and be brought book to life
Qenaro and Bailey are doing a snappy
again has never been determined. In
terpeichorean specialty, in which Bailey
some cases people drown after being in
the water two or three minutes, and in has a chance to wear several handsome
Ben Welch's delineations of
others they have been in the. water lhany costumes.
times that number, and still have been Hebrew and Italian character are in a class
by themselves. The pianologist, Willa
brought back to life by persistent effort.
First for all the water should be ex- Holt Wakefield, will be warmly welcomed
will
innovation
out
that
this
Hancock county.
back.
figured
pelled from the lungs of the unconscious
result in a saving to the city instead
A new edition of the Keith A. B. C. for
person, and efforts made to induce breathacross
the
seen
A moose was
swimming
of an additional expense, and at the
it it does not come naturally. There children has just been issued by the
ing
evenLake
last
narrows at Green
Friday
publicity department, and is ready for
same time will increase the efficiency
are many methods of doing this, but in
above the fleh hatchery.
the main the lower part of the body distribution.
of the fire department. Time only ing, Just
should be kept slightly elevated to allow
can show the accuracy of this estiThe joke seems to be on the West FrankSchool Gardens.
mate. Bat, anyway, public senti- lin man who sold, during his wife’s the head and shoulders to remain down“The backbone ot a nation’s prosperity
CONGRESSMAN MEEKISON COMMENDS PE-RU-KA.
ment dearly favors the experiment. absence, what he supposed to be a bag ward to favor the draining of water from is the man who makes
something grow.
the lungs and then efforts immediately
Those who are expecting insurance of rags, but what proved to be a bag
In our country the science o( nature study
made to restore breathing.
bottlea o/Peruoa amdl feel greatly
rates to be reduced by this innova- containing his and his wife’s summer
in its infancy. The school garden,
The application of hartahorn, smelling is only
thereby from my catarrh of the bead. I feel eoeoaraged to believe tbatH\
was onoe pooh-poohed as a foolish fad,
that
tion, although a step in the right di- underwear.
salts or snuff to the nostrils, tickling the
/ uae It a abort time looter I will be fully able to eradicate tbe disease oil
There is an excellent lot of trout fry at throat with a feat he-, dashing hot and is now accepted by the United States comrection, and however successful it
thirty yeara' atandlog. ’'—David Meeklaoo.
of education and by the leading
may prove to be, will be disappointed. the Green Lake hatchery this year—about oold water alternately on the chest and ; missioner
Kates in Ellsworth are no higher than 900,000. The hatchery also has about 100,- face and vigorous friction of the upper j universities of the land as vital to our
OTHER REMARKABLE CURES.
as manual training
Mr. Jacob L. Daria, Galena, Stone county, Mo., write*: “I hare been in but
in other places of its size with similar 000 togue or lake trout fry, from eggs part of the body to produoe warmth are j puBlic-school system
D.
in
writes
Herbert
of
Ward
sort,”
fish
seem
an
any
The
of value as are also the wiping and
health for thlrty-aeven years, and after taking twelve bottle* of your Permu I
conditions. The next thing to be done shipped from Michigan.
active and healthy lot. cleansing of the mouth. In case these i Woman’s Home Companion.
Mr. A. E. Kidd, well-known architect, 5477 Jefferson Are., Chicago,
am cured."
that will pat this city into a lower exceptionally
school
in
the
first
United
The
garden
They are to be planted in Green Lake. preliminary efforts fail, artificial respireIU., writes: "I hare had catarrh over half of my life. I tried nearly every catarrh
rate class is a telegraphic fire alarm
was
sixteen
States
started
years
ago
by
There are about 300,000 ealmon eggs at the tion should be resorted to and continued
remedy advertised, beside a great many physicians’ treatments, all of which
system, which may come, bat is not hatchery, now hatching out.
Henry L. Clapp in the George Putman failed. I had heard and read of Peruna and decided to try it. I hare taken seven
for a long time, several hours if needed.
in
Boston.
Over
school,
eighty bottles of It and weigh 178 pounds.”
yet sight.
A common method, which if rightly grammar
Austria and Sweden began the
The Bangor Commercial still clings to
A SINCERE RECOMMENDATION.
practiced is often efficacious, is to lay the ! years ago
no
rural
school
is
movement.
At
at
Green
the
the old fallacy that
present
fishing
Out for Senator.
Mr. D. C. Prosser, R. P. D. No. 2, Shelby, Ocean* Co., Mloh.Jwrite*: “Two years
person flat on the back; then kneeling beis
one.
Russia
far
ahead
of
us.
without
the
hatchery, hind the head grasp the arms near the
W. A. Walker, of Castine, is the Lake has been injured by
1 was badly afflicted with catarrh of the stomach. I had had a run of typhoid
There are over twenty thousand in Aus- ago
claim was exploded at a hear- elbows and raise them
upward and backfirst to announce his candidacy for a though the
fever, was very depleted. 1 could And nothing I could eat without causing disin
France.
and
thousand
The
tria
commissionthirty
ing before the fish and game
ward to the ir full length behind the head,
tress and sour stomach. Finally I came to the conclusion that I had catarrh of
nomination in the political campaign
reason why school gardens are fostered by I
The Commercial says in a
ers last year.
the stomach and seeing Peruna advertised, began to take it. It helped mo soon,
pulling gently at the end of the moveof 1908. He seeks the nomination for
is
that
wherever
in
Green
Lake
recent issue that the fishing
they and after taking three or four bottles 1 was entirely cured of stomach trouble,
ment.
Then return the arms to the pa- foreign governments
senator from the western district of of recent
is
a
decrease
of
exist
there
and
misery
years has not been very good. tlent’s side, pressing hard with the arms :
and can now eat anything."
Hancock county to succeed Senator As a matter of fact, more salmon were
increase in the birth rate
themselves on the chest and pit of the poverty and an
of
and
in
nature.”
the appreciation
Mills, who will have served the cus- caught at Green Lake last spring than for stomach. The upward movement' exXoiuta.
&cga; j\ cures.
many years.
tomary two termB.
»vyv> \» v<*'
pands the lungs so that air may enter, ^nd
a good meaning may be corrupted
How
SPECIAL
NOTICE.
Mr. Walker was born in Vinalhaven
the
contracts
the
our
North
NOTICE
OP FORECLOSURE.
pressing
them, expelling
“No one around here,” writes
a misconstruction.—Middleton.
not trespass in Cnnicnlocns Park. I
in 1865. He
for college at Penobscot correspondent, “has been so air. This sets up an artificial respiration by
John Oreenin, of Ellsworth,
demand
to iife and property
protection
After hearing some men talk you are from the
by bin mortgage deed dated January
Yarmouth academy and the Nichols desperate yet as to stir the soil with a which will bring the person around if
county of Hancock, the state of 13, 1874, and recorded in Hancock registry of
Maine, and the United States of America
surprised at the small hats they wear.
deed*, book 147. page 10. conveyed io mortLatin school, Lewiston. He entered view to farming. There is a standing anything will.
Maey C. Frets Austin.
gage to Daniel Hurley, ir., certain real esIt should be remembered that it if ot
Lots of fellows call it bad luck when
in sacred
tate in Ellswo'th,
escribed and referred to
Bates, but graduated from Tafts in * promise of seed time somewhere
first importance to have the air passage tq, they have only taken off a bite too big for
CARO or thanks.
in said mortgage, to wbich said mortgage and
a few tillers of the soil
1887. He attended the Massachusetts writ, .and only
the records thereof express reference is here
extend
oar
heartfelt
to
thanks
car
the
free.
All
mucous
them.
and
ftbth"*
lungs
seem to forget it and push their operations
many friends and neighbors for the m*de as a pan of this notice, and.
college of pharmacy, and is a regis- out of
Whereas, thereafter, the aaid Daniel HurThe pretty teacher was trying to explain kindness, and the many tokens of respect
gear with nature. There is now should be wiped from the mouth and nose
tered apothecary in Massachusetts
snd
teodered us in the last sickneas and ley, ]r., by his assignment dated December 19,
love,
be
and
the
must
from
and then a nervous farmer who had rather
tongue
kept
falling the difference between good conduct and death of our
and recorded In said registry, book 149,
1874,
dear husband and father.
and in Maine. He has been engaged be
page 901. assigned and transferred said mort“Good actions,” sbe explained, “are
bad.
hrlbn M. Beal.
early than fruitful, and who can never back into the throat and plugging it.
and the debt thereby secured toE.H.
Nahum
E.
In the drug business in Castine since seem to learn the lesson of waiting, but
Beal.
A person unconscious, lying on his back, the
lovely flowers. Bad ones are the
Sige
reely. to which assignment and tbe record
Clifton H. Beal.
ther*of express reference is here made. and.
1894. He has been the manager of insists that spring shall keep tune to his is most likely to swallow his tongue, weeds. Now, can any little boy or girl tell
Charles A. Beal.
Whereas, thereafter, the aaid £. H. Greely,
Ellsworth, May 7, 1907.
the Acadian, a popular summer hotel steps even though he comes out of the effectually closing the throat against the me the difference between flowers and
by his assignment, dated February 9, 1900, and
If a doctor is present he weeds?
recorded in said registry, book 349, page217.
passage of air.
little end of the horn at harvest time.”
What are flowers? What are
at Castine, since 1888.
CARO OP THANKS.
assigned and transferred said mortgage and
will use tongue forceps if be has them. weeds?”
wish to extend our sincere thanks to the debt thereby secured to Helen Agnes
“Weeds,” said Walter, who had
Mr. Walker has always been a reour relatives and friends, who in so
The fish editor learned something new If there is no doctor a needle and thread been struggling with the sorrel in his
Greenan. to whieh assignment express referand
and
an
active
strong last week.
many waya helped ns in our great sorrow and ence is here made. and.
publican,
Every fisherman is familiar passed through the tongue’s tip and held mother's
“weeds are plants that bereavement; also for the be. utiful floral ofW’hereas tbe said conditions of said mortparty worker. He has been chairman with the hook bill of the male salmon, but or fastened will serve the purpose. If want to garden,and flowers are
Mas.
Winnie
Hofe^s.
gage bare been broken, and are now broken
the ones fering.
grow,
Richard McFarland.
and
of the Castine republican town com- how
unperformed.
bill
is
grown there is no needle and thread more heroic that don’t.”
many know that this
Mrs. Myrtle Hiooins.
Now therefore. I, Edward E. Doyle, of Ellsmittee for the past five years,^and and lost again or much reduced in size means must be used. Nearly
Willie McParland
worth. Maine,
guardian of aaid Helen
everybody
Miss Alta McParland.
Agnes Greenan (she being a minor) having
served on the county committee for each season like the antlers of a buck deer. carries a pen knife and a lead pencil.
Nature has just one pigment on her paliette
been duly appointed as such guardian by tbe
two years. He was a candidate for The hook of the lower jaw is largest dur- Take the small blade of the knife, and with which she produces all the marvelous i
probate court for Hancock county. Maine, as
tints of beauty, and that one pigment is the i
will appear by the records ot said court, actsenator in 1904, but was defeated by ing the spawning season, sometimes reach- wipe it as clean as possible, stick it blood. The shell-like pink beneath the finger
ing in my said capacity as such guardian,do
rose of the cheek, the
hereby claim for said Helen Agnes Greenan.a
Senator Mills. He presided over the ing a length of one and one-half inches in through the tongue near the tip and push nails, the delicate
ripeness of the lips, the irridescent
foreclosure of said mortgage for breach of
a large fish.
After the spawning season it the pencil through the slit. The pencil, cherry
of
are
all
in
1906.
brilliance
the
the
convention
eyes
produced by
the conditions thereof, and 1 do hereby In my
county
blood. Just afs the permanence of a beautiful
to grow smaller, until it nearly or resting against the lips, will keep the
said capacity, as guardian aforesaid, give this
Mr. Walker is greatly interested in j begins
painting will depend upon the purity of the
notice for said Helen Agnes Greeuau of her
entirely disappears. The hook is believed tongue out and at the same time stop the colors
with which it is painted, so the perintention, and of my intention as her said
educational matters. He is superinmanence of beauty depends on the purity of
by some fish experts to be one of those bleeding from the cut.
guardian, to foreclose said mortgage for
tendent of schools at Castine, and is a wise and wonderful provisions of nature
breach of the conditions thereof.
This seems cruel perhaps, but it is a very the blood. Paint, powder and cosmetics
to preserve beauty. Beauty begins
(Established 1804.)
won’t
Edward fc. Doylb.
member of the State board of trustees to prevent the male salmon from biting little thing compared with the life ot a in theavqil
blood. Ur. Pierce’s Golden Medical
Ellsworth, Maine, May 7, 1907.
41 North Market Sr., Boston, Maas.
Discovery is a true beautifler, because it profor normal schools. He is president the females or eating the spawn during man, which, may well depend upon this vides
for nature that pure blood with which
NOTICK or FORECLOSURE.
of the Castine Gas Co., and is a di- the spawning season.
prompt, crude but necessary and effective alone she can paint. The use of this medicine
Can get top market prices and will make
will cleanse the skin, heighten the com
Myron R. Carlisle, of Surry,
measure.
rector In the Security Trust Co., of
returns
for
in the county of Hancock, by bis mortprompt
the
and
eyes,
give to face
plexion, brighten
A new curiosity in the fish line has just
gage deed dated February 34. 1904. and reAccording to some authorities the and form that radiance of health which is the
Bockland.
VtAL
LAMB
POULTRY
corded in the Hancock registry of deeds, boor
been added to Superintendent Race's col- patient should be kept still face down- greatest charm of beauty.
40®. page 4M. conveyed to J. 8 Marshall and
This is not a “patent medicine’’ because
Butter, Egg, A Perm Produce.
lection at Green Lake hatchery. It is ward and something, as a coat or other every bottle bears upon its wrapper a full list
Henry Parker, and oy the said Henry larker
and assigned to me the undersigned, a cer“Favored Nation” Tariffs.
for
of
the
Send
free
booklet
to
Market
ingredients.
report,, tugs, shipping certifiwhat might be called Siamese triplets. garment,
put under the chest. The Dr. R. V. Pierce. Buffalo, N. Y.
tain lot and paroel of land situattd in the
cate,. struct!,, etc., furnished free.
There is a great deal of interest in Each healthy little trout or salmon, when
town of Surry, county and state aforesaia,
weight of the body on the chest forces the
described
as follows, being all of my undithe
to
enforce
of
France
Commission.
the threat
Strictly
it comes from the egg, has a small sack air out, then turning the body gently
vided one quarter part of t»»e Ha-*- land. w
&3.X.
Jfo:
maximum tariff against this country, which furnishes its food during the ftrrt over on one side and back on its face
called, excepting what baa been sold to «■=•
Trewurgy, Henry Phillips, Henry Blaisdell,
and the announcement of ex-Premier few weeks of its life. By the time the again, doing this about fifteen times a DAFE-A good safe. Will be sold for a reaJohn O’Brien, and Mathews Clough ami afterO sonable price. Inquire of G. A. Parcher.
said exceptions from the Hale landMy unBalfour in favor of a British protec- sack is absorbed the fish are large enough minute, the air in the lungs will excite Ellsworth
divided one-fourth part now remaining,confood. In the case of twins two breathing. The effort should be assisted
take
to
Being
it.
launch
tariff.
W’ilbur.
Hauled
lesstive
tains one hundred acres, more or
under Dirigo Club Rooms,
out at Lamoine;
boat
fish are joined to one sack, and as soon as between each turn of the body by brisk
the same land conveyed to Henry Milliken
canopy top;
The situation with France is the
/lain Street.
with two 6 h. p. engiues, twin screw.
March*.
dated
deed
equipped
his
Hale,
by Eugene
by
the sack is absorbed they die. Twins and uniform pressure between and below
Large, roomy and a fine sea boat. Further in
1883. and recorded in vol. 190. page SflL HsnFrance
more pressing of the two.
formation of H. >. Buagdon, care Burt & Meals served from 6 a. m. to
cock county regiatry v.f deed9. and where*
among trout and salmon are quite com- the shoulder blades.
N. J.
was a party to the new German tariff
Mitchell,
City,
the
Jersey
condition
of
aaid mortgage has been
There are other methods but. these are
mon, but last week the Green Lake hatchbroken, now therefore, oy reason of the bresco
H. W. Carr property ou Water street. A. M. Barron.
ELLSWORTH B.T. Caster. of
treaty, and in common with six other ery produced triplets, three little fish com- common ones, and in addition to the rules
the condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure
consisting of large two-story store. 30x45.
of said mortgage.
Joshua 8. Marshall.
European countries made a special ing from one egg, and starting life with laid down the exercise of common sense The se ond story is fitted for dwelling with all
PattenBy his attorney. H. H.
hardwood floors.
There are nine finished
in attempting to make artificial
1907.
6.
arrangement by virtue of which they only one sack between them.
May
respira- rooms. The store is fitted with fine refrigeration will go a long way toward bringing tor. counters, shelving, ice boxes for fish. etc.
were to accord each other the “most
and
There is a good stable, six stalls, also an ice
subscribers, Eben B. Symouds
ARE ABUNDANT
back the patient from apparent death.
ThiB
Grand Lodge Officers.
favored nation” treatment.
Susan P. Blake, both residing out of
house. The property to build to-day would
o
The
State of Maine, vis.: in the Commonwealth
fact
that
a New York boy who had
over $6,000. Will sell at a great bargain,
several
cost
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annual
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The
meant that other countries, including
Massachusetts, hereby give notice that they
and on easy terms.
Geo. H. Grant.
been
under
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are
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in
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masonic
of
minutes
being
twenty-three
have been duly appointed executors
the United States, would be cut out grand
last will and testamentand codicils of Thom
Portland this week. The grand lodge has was brought back to life, as a result of
of such treatment as soon as their
D. Blake, late of Brookline, in the county®
Co Ltt.
Long-distance Telephone.
persistent efforts on the part of those who
elected the following officers:
Norfolk, Commonwealth of Massachusetts*
treaties expired.
deceased, and given bonds as the law direct*,
Charles F. Johnson, rescued him, shows the necessity of keepGrand master,
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and that they have appointed John M. oge
France is our third largest cuswater. Inquire of G A.
at
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in
such
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cases
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until
the
last
•f Castine, Maine, as their agent in said State
Waterville; deputy grand master,
All
of Maine, aa the law direct.
tomer, the two leading ones being mund B. Mallet, Freeport; senior grand possible spark of hope has been extin- Parch br, Ellsworth.
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of
having demands against the estatesame
Great Britain and Germany, so that warden, Leon S. Howe, Presque Isle; guished. It is true that persons subI have pure based the electrical wiring business deceased
V
are desired to present the
s
of the B. H. A U. B. Power Co., ana am preJfdp EKanUt.
and all indebted thereto
settlement,
while the maximum tariff would not grand treasurer, Millard F. Hicks, Port- merged four or five minutas are not usupared to do wiring of every description.
requested to make payment immediatelyof middle age to be companion Bttiaalts sc Wlrisg sag
mean shutting us out of all trade with land; grand secretary, Stephen Berry, ally restored, but many cases are on record
Eben B. SymondsSaggllcs Cbsufslly Divas.
for elderly woman and assist with
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France and Germany, it would seri- Portland; committee of finance, Albro E.
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trators of the estate of Levi
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for not less than two
subscriber hereby gives notice that
sion of tariff experts to that country, Portland; committee of finance, Millard F.
of Tremont, in the county of Hancock.
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he has been duly appointed adminisWarren C. King, Port- hours if breathing has not previously
ceased, and given bonds as the law direc
and fixing up an agreement under Hicks, Portland,
W. Beal,
▲11 persons having demands against the
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H. Burbank, Saco.
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land,
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tate
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said
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which trade between the two nations
where the efforts succeeded after they had deceased, and given bonds as the law
the same for settlement, and
will continue for another year, till
thereto are requested to make payment
persons having demands against
been continued for an hour and forty- directs. All
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a good deed has died in intention
the estate of said deceased are desired to preMany
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a
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a
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to
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all
indented
H. Pow*bs_
Congress
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for lack of a little appreciation.
for any car. Bend lor catasent the same for settlement,
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are requested to make payment imlogue and prices. PoaTL.SD-Rocst.tsD Avrodefinite treaty arrangement. France
Drowning accidents are so numerous thereto
Frugality consists in knowing how to
J' A' Lester’ Manager, Bockmediately.
this season that this point should never
Edmond J. Walsh.
is now demanding the same thing, get others to supply your wants.
May 8,1907.
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lin street engine-house as is
necessary for
their keeping. Aid. Stuart was
appointed
a coinrr.ittee of
one, acting with two citizens as advisory members of the commitFOR
HORSES
BUY
3
tee, to make the purchase.
JOSE CARTS.
It was also voted to buy a sprinkling
cart, and the city will do its own street
STREET 8PRINK-

MEETING.

o ITS OWN

sprinkling.

war
dbrmbn make
It WIRES AND POLES.

if

The subject of telephone and telegraph
wires so located as to hamper the work of
the firemen was discussed, and it was
Voted, That In instances upon any
street
of the business section of the city where the
wires owned by any company are so located
as to impede the work of the Are
department
in case of Are, and to endanger life or
property of any citizen, such company or com-

panies owning such wires be ordered to remove
them forthwith, and to either place them in
cables or underground, under the direction of
the chief engineer of the firs department and
the committees on fire department
and
streets.

It was also

sets; the second was an ormoval of certain wires; the
eneral order that all poles
Incidentally it may be menie city had asked for a free
the house of tbs chUf entire department, and did not
Blcphone company has, howto install a fine telephone in
use, as soon as It is reedy for
already has a tree telephone

!

I

Foied. That all corporations that have
Pols* on the streets ot the cttj ol Ellsworth
be requested to paint the same forthwith.
Mr. Grant was asked to express bis
views with regard to the action of the
board.
He said be thought all the companies interested should bsvea right to be
heard before action was taken. For his
own company he could
aay that It would
do whatever was required of all the companies. It had always kept its promisee
with the city. Some time ago an order was
bo’s room.
a meeting the- aldermen inpassed requiring poles to be painted within
idical change in the fire ter- certain llmite. The companiee all promto buy two horses tor the ised through their representatives, but the
et engine-house. They also telephone
company waa the only one
which kept Its promise.
a sprinkling cArt, and the
With regard to the changes in the Ore
;s own sprinkling.
department Inaugurated at this meating,
the manna.
Mr. Grant said be thought it would make
The full board was present when the no difference in insurance
rates. What
to order by Mayor
called
was
meeting
would make a difference is a fire alarm
on sevGreely. The mayor spoke briefly
The
system.
stationing of horses at the
ers! important matters to come before the
engine-house was s good thing in case of
meeting, snd urged careful consideration.
night alarms, but in day, not as good as
He said the buying of horses tor the fire the
present system. There would be delay
department, and the purchase of a when horses were away from the house.
cart were in the nature of an

sprinkling
experiment-some experiments

are

suc-

expensive.
cessful and others
urged careful deliberation.

He

are

telephone application denied.
The petition of the telephone company
for the location of telephone lines on
several streets was taken up. D. E. Hurley appeared in behalf of property-owners
os Union street to protest against the
erection of a telephone line on that street.
George H. Grant, who waa present as local
manager for the telephone company,
agreed to withdraw the petition so far as
it related to Union street, and also for that
portion of Oak street from Main to Church
streets.

Aid. Stuart, tor the committee on streets,
reported that the committee waa unanimously opposed to granting the petition
entire. He said the streets of the city are
now cumbered by poles and wires, and
promises made by the corporations owning
them, have not been kept. The committee would favor the granting of the privilege to lay wires through cables on any
street.

Aid. Stuart spoke also of the number of
wires around buildings on some of the
principal streets, which made it impossible to raise ladders in case of fire, and
were a source of danger
from crossed
wires.
Mr. Grant said the poe'ion of the committee in desiring to s oid danger from
crossed wires was well taken. That was
just what the telephone company desired
to do—keep away from the electric light
wires. The company now has nearly 500
hitches on electric light poles. I* we do
sot have permission to erect our own
poles, we will be compelled to hitch on
electric light poles, and thus increase the

danger.
By a unanimous

of the board,
the report of the committee in favor
of refusing tbe petition of the telephone
company was adopted.
vote

NEW CITY DUMP.

Aid. Curtis, to whom was referred the
matters of the city dump, reported that
the dump on A. E. Moore's property on
High street was in bad condition, and the
dumping privilege was sadly abused. He
recommended that the present dump be

discontinued.
It

was so

the city

a

dump on
road, on the

same terms

as

those with Mr.

Moore. A committee was empowered to
accept Mr. Hurley’s offer, and make the
necessary contract.
REFUND INO OF CITY BONDS.

The question of meeting city bonds to
the amount of |13,300, which come due
June 1, was brought up. The bonds will
be refunded, and possibly notes to the
amount of f6,SOO may be
sued in bonds,
a
of

OTHER BUSINESS.

making
about |20,000.

taken up and isbond issue

new

The matter was laid on the table for
consideration at a recess meeting which
later was fixed for Thursday evening of
this week.
HORSES FOR FIRE DEPARTMENT.

THE WOOD LOT.

Mayor Greely

expressed

the

BOLL OP ACCOUNTS NO.

I

when we ere asleep. Boya that stay in e
room all day should not breathe. They
should wait till they get outdoors. Boys
in a room make carbonlcide. Carbonicide
is the most poisonous of living things,
dead or alive.”

if Alt IA K LIST.

8.

Name.
Amount.
Police,
Edward T Finn.
45 00
John E Moulton,
45 00
Insane poor, Eastern Me Ins hospital, 108 04
Contingent, Charles M Whitney,
8 00
Josiah A Phillips,
3 00
John A Lord,
3 00
C L Morang.
00
C W A F L Mason,
15 00
18 00
George W Patten,
8 50
Joseph H McGown,
L D Foster,
10 00
J A Cunningham,
0100
John F Royal,
18 00
L W Bennett,
8 00
Hancock Co Pub Co,
8 75
Robert Alexander,
1 50
R B Mathews,
5 00
3 00
Henry S Adams,
100
Morrison, Joy fc Co,
Maine industrial school,
8 00
Fire dept,
Arthur Salisbury,
17 80
EF Jordan,
800
BA McDonald,
800
John A Hawke*,
8 00
E W Allen A Son,
600
O W Grlndal,
8 06
H J Scammon,
8 00
Fred Moore.
8 00
Andrew M Moor,
00
Edna Springer,
6 00
Library,
Adelaide True,
87 50
E B Springer,
10 50
F H Osgood,
1 80
Text-books, E E Babb A Co,
7 88
American Book Co.
40 04
Oinn A Co,
7 80
DC Heath A Co,
508
8 06
Silver, Burdett A Co,
J L Hammett Co,
88 40
Hancock Co Pub Co,
8 50
Schoolhouse, F R Moore,
8614
Edward Haney,
Schools,
40 Op
Ernest Giles,
16 80
18 00
High school, Eugene Warren,
John
F
45 88
Suptofschs,
Royal,
M J Drummey,
Poor,
306 88

two
STREET

COMMISSIONER’S

Curtis,

to sell

Highways...’.
Sidewalks.

$148 92
384 94
8 49
88141

Willis, Burr, Jenkins, McKinnon, Dolley,
Mudgett, Hutchins, H. Chapman and
friends, G. Smith and wife, B. Abbot and
wife, William Gorham, B. Higgins, wife
and son,
Crocker,
Baker, Rideout,
Batcheldor, Bagley, E. Gross and wife,
Mead, Cutter, C. Adams, Pussley, A.
Hardy, J. Stewart, Piper, Cannon, Kimball, W. Higgins, Swett, Hardy, Cutter,
Hutchins, W. Givren and friends.
H. Chapman has four salmon to his
credit bo far; Dr. Hunt, two; T. Allen,
two; Nason, two; G. Cutter and son,
three; Connor, two; G. Danico, one; Joe
Stewart, one. Mrs. Ernest Gross caught
the only salmon which was caught in the
lake. Sunday. It weighed six pounds.
All
the salmon up to and including Sunday

the next meeting.
OTHER BUSINESS.

NORTH ELLSWORTH.

City Clerk Cunningham was asked if he
Mrs. Mary Bates is in poor health.
had made application to the telephone
Mrs. Mary Moore is stopping
company for free telephones at engine- Howard McGown and wife.
of

the
and chief’s house, as per vote
He said he had, and had
last meeting.
received no reply.
Aid. Stuart, as chairman of the committee on lire department, then reported
that he had made contract for a telephone
at the chief engineer’s house, and it had
been installed at a rental of 918 annually.
The contract was ratified by the board.

worth

For*

Sid May 2, schs Melissa Ifask, Newark,
staves ana heads, C J Treworgy; Wesley Abbott, Franklin
Hsunick County Ports.
Wbst Sullivan—Ar May 2, sch W D Hilton,
Remick
Ar May 4, schs Lulu W Eppes, Wesley Abbott
Ar May 5, sch Mary Augusta, Capt Bert
Moon
n--

BORN.
BARTLETT—At Crotch Island (Stonington),
April 27, to Mr and Mrs Augustus Tony
Bnrtlstt, a daughter. [Lizzie Adreatica.]
CASTELLUCCI-At Stonington, May 8, to Mr
and Mrs Frederioo Castellucci, a son.
CLARK-At Franklin, April 19, to Mr and Mrs
Wesley A Clark, a daughter.
FRANZE—At Stonington. May 2, to Mnand
Mrs Raffaeie Franze, a son.
GARLAND—At Ellsworth, March 19, to 'Mr
and Mrs George W Garland, a daughter.
GRAY—At South Brooksville, April 98, to Mr
and Mrs Leonard Gray, a daughter.
HA0ERTH Y—At Ashland, May 9, to Dr and
MnAB Hagerthy, a son.
HODGKINS—At Ellsworth. April 17, to Mr
and Mrs Ulysses G Hodgkins, a daughter.
LORIMER—At Franklin, May 8, to Rev and
Mrs A W Lorimer, a son.
SPILLANE—At Ellsworth, April 28, to Mr and
Mrs Maurice T Splllane, a son.
STEELE-At Ellsworth Falls, April 20, to Mr
aad Mrs Raymond A Steels, a son.
TURNER—At Stonington, April 12, to Mr and
Mrs Albei t C Turner, a son.
WILI4AM8—At Franklin, April 28, to Mr and
Mra Charles H Williams, a daughter.
YQRK-*At Sullivan, April 98, to Mr and Mrs
Orrin York, a son.
MARRIKD.

MAIN STREET RUINS.

The condition of the burned buildings
source of
on Main street as a possible
and it was
danger from fire was considered,
Toted, That the clerk notify in writing the
owners of the burned, dangerous, dilapidated
P. Eldridge
buildings lying between the J.
south
store and E. F. Robinson’s store on the

by Bingen a.oi.

he

a

record.

TERMS, $25.00 TO WARRANT. Mares boarded at reasonable rates,
pastured if wanted. Every precaution taken to avoid accident, but will not be
responsible in case of one. For farther particulars address
F. C. BURRILL, Ellsworth, Maine.

lin.

¥

DIKD.

Benjamin Mitchell has gone to Bar Harbor, where he has employment.
Hiram Nason is spending a few days
with his sister, Mrs. William K. McGown.
Rev. Alfred McGown, of South Britton,
Conn., spent last week here with his sister, Mrs. Coleman Bates.
Rev. Nelson Hadeen and wife have returned to their home here from Portland,
where they have been for the winter. Mr.
Hadeen will still preach there, going Sat-

“Blue Devils.”
Get Rid of Indigestion aud Things
Will Look Bright and Joyous.
Every thing looks gloomy and dark to
the person suffering with indigestion.
Until the prescription known as Mio-na stomach tablets was put up in
popular form as a safe and effective
oura for sick headache, indigestion and
stomach troubles, the “blue devils”

made everything look dark, gloomy
and depressing.
After a few days’ use of Mi-o-na the
sick headache, dizzy feeling, drowsi-

ports

More comfortable than

turn."
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ATTORNEY
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Officesformerly occupied by O. F. Fellows.
Bccksport, Mb.

Emery Block,

J. WALSH,

■RDMOND

ATTORNEY

THE—

CLARION.
a

range or a fur-

a

“Clarion”, it is

requirement.

Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by

ELDRIDGE,
Ellsworth

LARRABEE,

L.

Room 8, Bank Block,

p.

....

and

GRANITE and MARBLE.M0NUMENT8
and OEMETEBY WOBK.

joyous and

Estimates Given.

HANCOCK, MAINE.

Offloe and Residence
No. 60 MAIN

(J. M. Hale bouse),

Beautiful, curly, fluffy Rugs made from old
Woolen, Tapestry, Brussels or Velvet Carpets
Carpets cleaned clean. Send for circular.

to play
THE VIOLIN.

Learn

We teach by mall orally. In either case yeu
have personal Instruction. Don't say you cannot learn. We know you can. All we ask is
your name and we will prove all we say. Write
ior particulars, etc., to CARL LAM'ON VIOLIN SCHOOL, Portland, Me., Baxter Block.

MAGICOGRAPHY.

get good ones.
make

good

ser-

teeth, you

The artificial teeth

guaranteed absolutely faultless; will feel right,
look right, and "act” right, yet
are priced wonderfully low.
Ask
for particulars.
are

C. E. SHE D. 0. S„
57 Main St.,

Box

soon

be

earning

a year; to acres, western Marne, borders
lake; keep 10 cows, wood, timber, 8 room house,
stable, barn, poultry bouse for 150 hens ; to set-

traction.

H.

GREELY,
DENTIST.

Main Street,

KINDS

OF

BARREL8 and BAGS.
in the market for all kinds of empty
We pay the highest
Somerville National Bank.
Reference.
price.
Write us for price list before selling elsewhere.
82-84 Washington Street,
M. F. DURANT & CO., Somerville, Mass.
Long distance telephone 254.
are

BARRELS and BAGS.

laundry and Bath Rooms.

■no

Vat,

no

waiiii.'

All kinds •€ laundry work done at short
Goods called rec aad delivered.

cows

ALL

Ellsworth*

ELLSWORTH

Steam

$1,000

Included if taken at once, for
$1,600, part cash, easy terms ; for travelling instructions see No. 10,373, page 6, ol •‘Strout’s
List No. 18” (500 other farms described in ten
States). Copy mailed free. K. A. 8TROUT
CO., 335 Water Street, Augusta. Me._

Inlays.

The most up-to-date dental
work. Crown and Bridge
Work.
Gas, Ether and
Cocaine tor rainless Ex-

2877, Boston, Mass.

850 APPLE TREES

tle estate, 6

Bangor, Me.

Porcelain

FAST AS SHORTHAND AND
LEARNED IN A DAY.

One sentence of fifteen short words contains
every principle. Price Sl.oo.

We

own

STREET, ELLSWORTH. MB
TELEPHONE.

Contracts Taken.

Oriental Rug Works.

Maine.

SURGEON.

Young, beginning to bear, will

Eastern' Moamntel Go.,

you can get

F. SIMON TON, M. D

PHYSICIAX

AS

as

certainly ought to take every precaution to keep them. But if you
need substitutes, make sure you
we

DEXTIST.

Ellsworth,

long

vice out of your

Offices, First National Bank Budding.
Mains.
Ellsworth,

L.

YOURS
OR OURS?
As

COUNSELOR AT LAW.

£)R.

WHOSE

TEETH;

AND

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.

It may be worth as much to you
as It costs me.

L. L. MORRISON, SKOWHEOAN, ME.

a

Ellsworth, Me.

NOW JUST A WORD!

Main Street,

is

tip

Department 8tores,

AND

J. P.

tne

II

sup-

appearance of the entire shoe.

C. L. Morang,

HAIR VIGOR.
AWECURE.
CHERRY PECTORAL.

to meet every

which

_

We have no secrets ! We publish
the formulas of all our medicines.

sure

toe-box

TOE BOX. Made of best leather procurable; scrupulously
selected, tested and inspected; and carefully prepared by unique
methods which guarantee its durability, and rigid, shape-retaining
qSee tho
■ wm
qualities.
“La France” new Flexible Welt shoe
A,

ness, bad taste in the mouth, distress
after eating—all these symptoms of a
weak stomach—will disappear, and
with perfect digestion there will be a
beautiful outlook.
Ml-o-na stomach tablets are sold
only in a neat metal box convenient
for the vest pocket and cost 50 cents.
G. A. Parcher has seen so many cubes
made by Mi-o-na stomach tablets that
he gives a guarantee with every box
that the money will be refunded if the
remedy fails to give satisfaction.

/ <J The

La France
particula lar way of preparing the toebox assures d lasting life
and tone to the entire shoe,

Unless there Is dally action of the bowels,
poisonous products are absorbed, causing headache, biliousness, nausea, dyspepsia, ami thus
preventing the Sarsaparilla from doing Its best
work. Ayer's Pills are liver pills. Act gently,
all vegetable.

Whether it’s
nace—if it is

,he “”5

SLf""1"

q The

suffering from
thin blood, de-

1 ff^rC
A AUVl O

J5

q Because of the prominent
position of the tip, its U
breaking down destroys the W

bility, nervousness, exhaustion, you should begin at once
with Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, the
Sarsaparilla you have known
all your life. Your doctor
knows it, too. Ask him about it.

X

tion, it's the parts you
don’t see which gener-

example.

impure blood,

_9

I

r

—

JLM

I
I

I

V.

\

are

I

in many other

use, comfort

For Women /

We Trust
Doctors
If you

as

I

Ctiaw

AHOt
***m,r*a

SWjrrttwmnu#.

J. C. Ayer Co., Lowell,Mase.
Also manufacturers of

with

FDKIUTVIn sfaoes>

1

LH J n/VnVil | things provided for your
and satisfac-

Brooksville, April 26, Miss Mabel
Dyer, aged 90 years, 6 months, 9 days.
HOPKINS-At Orland, May 6, Miss Lydia
Hopkins, aged 86 years, 7 months.
HUMPHREY—At Boston, April 29,-Miss Helen
J Humphrey, of Brooklin, aged 28 years, 11
months, 5 days.
LORD—At West Brooksville, May 8, Isabel
Magridge. wife of* Melvin Lord, aged 32
years, 7 months, 11 days.
MCFARLAND—At Bsr Harbor, May 8, Mrs
Caroline A McFarland, of Trenton, aged 53
years, 7 days.
MYRICK-At Winter Harbor, May 1. Mrs
Pamelia Myrick, aged 86 years, 3 months, 14
days.
FENTON—At Sorrento, April 28, Joseph
Fenton, aged 82 years.
WOOSTER—At Hancock, May 5, Capt J Lincoln Wooster, aged 68 years.
DYER—At

After twelve years of successful
dealing, I have decided that I would
better close out my large stock of
urday and returning Monday.
Carriages, and discontinue this part of
veyor of lumber, wood and bark, and
John H. Bresnahan was elected constablemy business. I will now make my
All About Breath.
low and my terms easy enough
prices
at-large.
Professor Emil Otto, the German edu- to change them off my hands. If I
Petition for a street light at the corner
cator, read at a dinner in Milwaukee an have what you want, you can save
of High and Washington streets was reessay on “Breath” that a Milwaukee money to get my prices.
ferred to the committee on electric lights.
school teacher had given him as a curiosMy real estate business has develThere was some discussion of plans for
oped to such an extent that it requires
ity.
to
putting crushed rock on streets, and sevThis essay, the work of a boy of nine, most of my time. I shall endeavor
eral places were spoken of as needing it ran as follows:
first-class mechanics, and continkeep
“Breath is made of air.
We breathe ue the repair and jobbing department;
badly, but no definite plans were made.
Petition of residents of Hancock, Elm, with our lungs, our lights, our livers and also setting tires while you wait.
our
If
it
wasn't
for
our breath
kidneys.
and adjacent streets for crushed rock on we would
die when we slept. Our breath Old Stand, South Street, Ellsworth.
Hancock street from Pine street southerly keeps the life agoing through the nose
and on lower Elm street, was presented
S. I_LORD.
by Harry L. Crabtree. Referred to comShbettisemnUB.

day evening,
opinion Memorial Day.

By Colombo 39969,

WILL MAKE THE SEASON OP 1907 AT ELLSWORTH, ME.
DIEGO ii a seal brown stallion standing 15*2 and weighing 1,000 lbs. at (oar
years of age. Is a horse of substance, great beauty, not a weak spot in or on him.
Came from a family of fast trotters and is a very fast trotter htmself, having
shown a full mile in his Uiree-year-old form in 2.24, the last quarter in 33)4 seconds. DIEGO la out of Bertha L., by Donum 2-16%, second dam the “Howe
Mare” Maud, 2.34% (record obtained in a winning race when eighteen years of
age), the dam of Belle Wyman, 2.28%; Maud, by Capt. Sprague, be by Gen’l Sherman.
Third dam by Hiram Drew.
DIEGO la nicely marked, having a small star and his off ankle behind being
white. He has a straight hind leg, clean, cordy and wide, is heavily muscled ana
splendid feet. His season in the stud will close about June IK: at that time he
will go into a trainer’s hands for the purpose of showing the public what he can
do and be raced to

HACKETT—DUNBAR- At East Sullivan,
April S3, by Rev N R Pearson, Mrs Martha
Hamkett, of East Snllivan, to Joseph Dunbar, of Steaben.
JORDAN-BRAGDON-At Franklin, May 4,
by Rev A W Lorimer, Miss Rnby G Jordan,
of Waltham, to Frank H Bragdon, of Frank-

M Made by

house

mittee on streets.
Petition of residents of wards 3 and 4
for re-establishment of Infant street
bridge and approaches was referred to
committee on streets.
Proposition to sell the Boggy Brook
schoolhonse was broached. Aid. Staples
and Monaghan were made a committee,
with power to sell.
Aid. Stuart and Alexander were made a
committee with power to grant licenses

-—DIEGO-1

ROLL.

for the committee emthe wood lot, said the
committee believed it would be impossible
to sell the wood lot for the price deHe thought it a better promanded.
position for the city to go ahead and do
He bad made some figures of
business.
the amount of wood used by the city at
the poor farm, Hancock hall, the library
and the schools in the central part of the
city, and found it to be about 186 cords
annually. This wood lot. Aid. Curtis declared, is costing the city annually someHe thought the best
thing like flflO.
thing the city could do would be
on
the wood lot right
men
to put
away and cut wood to dry during the
He estimated a saving of $9iX) were taken above the narrows. All availsummer.
for wood for the city next winter. The able boats were hired several days before
matter will be brought up for action at Sunday.
Aid.

powered

Aid. Stuart brought up the question of
purchase of horses for the fire department. He thought it would give better
Are service, and would result in reduced insurance rates. He thought that as a business proposition the
purchase of horses
for the Are
department to be used in conjunction with the street department, could
be made with advantage to the city. Two
to peddlars, etc.
men would be
employed to be stationed
The electric light bill for April was re»t the
be
engine-house. There would
ferred to the committoee on electric lights
little or no change in number of members
for adjustment. Many lights have been
of the fire
companies. There would be out during the month, and deduction will
no
change at the Falls.
be made.
The matter of expense, Aid. Stuart said,
The board voted $50 to Wm. H. H. Rice
bad been gone over thoroughly, and he
post, G. A. R., for Memorial Day expenses,
believed the annual cost to the city would
and the free use of Hancock hall on Sunbe not more than
ft ,000 to ft,200.
May 26, and the afternoon of
that it would be nearer |2,000.
Alderman Stuart said the committee on
fire department had
figured the matter
carefully, and taking a whole year into
consideration, believed the city would
more than break
even; in fact, would save
something like |600 a year.
The board unanimously voted to buy
horses, and such equipment for the Frank-

i

The committee on streets recommended Bridges.
that Brimmer’s bridge be re-established, Rock crushing...
and that proper notices be posted. It was
$788 88
TEACHERS’ SALART ROLL.
so voted.
Aid. Stuart reported that in the case of Common schools...,.
$89000
339 78 |
Sargent vs. Newman, for land damages High school.
I
from construction of new Mariaville road,
$1,119 72
he believed it properly came under arrangeA recess was then taken to Thursday
ment of the city with Bar Harbor & Union
evening at 7.30.
River Power Co. for reimbursement for
land damages paid, and to that end counGREEN LAKE.
sel for Mr. Newman had agreed to default
lor (80 if Mr. Sargent will give a release
The season has opened at the lake and
deed to the city and the right Of way over fishing promises well. Among the callers
his land.
since Thursday were the following: H.
In the case of Flora Watts vs. the city Glaster, Wing T. Allen, Kidder, Ed. Emfor damages, Aid. Stuart reported the ery and wife, Hunt, Crossman, J. Websettlement of the case without liability to ster Bartow, Nason, Lowell, Miller, G.
the city.
Nutter, wife and son, G. Gould and wife,

The committee on city library reported
Jeremiah Hurley made
that in its opinion there was sufficient inproposition to allow a public surance on the library.
his property on the Stabawl
Milton Beckwith was appointed a survoted.

they are unsightly,
nuisance, and ask said owners that said nuisance be abated, removed or
altered in compliance with said order.
The finance committee was authorized
to negotiate a temporary loan of $4,000.
a

Fund.

REMOVAL OP WIRES.

ming’s meeting of the board
vasa long, bn.y and spicy
lermen have declared war
and electric
lone, telegraph
ies. They say the poles and
only unsightly, but in sev: he business streets so surngs that in case of fire it
possible to raise a Udder,
ht be sacrificed.
,f aldermen fired three shots
iy's camp. The first was to
ition of the telephone comight to erect poles and wires

side of Main street that

dangerous and

H. B. ESTEY A
WEST BUD BRIDGE.

f
A niCQ
LHUICO,

GO.,

wHi.

BLLIWOBSI

BI

MB

YOUR OWN

Dressmaker,
your patterns cut to
measure.

by having
your
Every pattern guaranteed a perfect fit. Full
instructions. Send postal for self-measuring
chart to

MERISI CO.,
Designers of Indies* Fashions.
St., Boston, Mass.
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attended the Methodist conference at Bar
Harbor.

i£» AMERICAN has subscribers al lO7
post-offices in Hancock county.
tfie

other

bined do net

papers

"each so

in the
many.

County
The Ameri-

not

in

the only

vessel

in

Southwest Harbor.

Mildred Carver is able to be out,
after being confined to the house several
months with a badly sprained knee.
Funeral services of James Reed, of
Southwest Harbor, were held at the hall
April 30, Rev. O. Q. Barnard, of Southwest
Harbor, officiating. Interment was in the
Gott burying-ground.
S.
May 4.
_

Mrs. W. J. Harper is improving, after
serious illness.

other pay

m

was

Mrs.
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L. A. Penney, of Bangor, was at Lily
lake house Wednesday.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
Mrs. Caroline Moore, of Trenton, has
been visiting her daughter. Mrs. Julie
tiiliey, for a week or two.

Rev. B. F. Gott, of South Robbiaston,
held services at the hall Sunday evening,

On April 21 a little daughter, Eleanor
l.ucile, found a warm welcome at the home
ol Roderick Clark and wife.

Mayfi.
May 5.

Mrs. Venia O. Hodgkins, who has spent
the winter with her daughter in Syracuse,
h'. Y., came for a viait to her brother and
Sister before going to Sorrento for the sumHer son Lowell and family returned
mer.
from Brockton, Mass., by the same boat,
to their home at Northeast Harbor.

Merritt Ober came from Northeast Harbor Wednesday.

BIRTHDAY PARTY.
When

For a time the table loaded with birthday gifts was the centre of attraction, and
Master Joseph deftly untied his packages,
his little friends rejoicing without envy
over the many pretty things.
There were
many “ohs” and “ahs” over the really
engine that puffed and blew its whistle,

OkNmty ITmm

in

c*h*r page*

TRENTON.
Thompson Leland and wife are both ill.
Charles Quinn was in Bangor a few days

last week

on

business.

Reuben Moore, of Lakewood, spent a
few days with his cousin, K. L. Moore, last
week.
Mrs. Zettie B. Carpenter has been in Bar
Harbor for a week caring for Mrs. Edgar
Lord.

Mrs., Daniel Hamilton visited her daughters, Mrs. Charles Frasier and Mr.
lett, in Ellsworth last week.

Bart-

Albert law, of Bar Harbor, was at the
Stafford farm Saturday sad Monday. Mr.
Stafford was there Saturday. H. 8. Davia
and Mr. Law took Mrs. Andrew Davis’
hones to Bar Harbor, where they will be
ready tor the summer season.

_

Miss Delia Brown is making a short
visit with Nettie Qraves at Bluehill.

Stephen Knowles, station agent, was in
Bangor Monday.
Mrs. C. J. Hall is in town for a few
Miss Koch will speak at the Baptist
weeks. Later she will go to Swan’s Island. church
Friday evening.
Mrs. Frank Power, of West Eden, spent
Mrs. Leslie Swan and Mrs. L. W. Blaisi a tew days last week with her cousin, Mrs. dell are improving slowly.
| A. O. Jacobson.
Harvey Fickett, who was threatened
| Dr. J. T. Hinch and wife, of Bar Har- with pneumonia, is recovering.
are
a
few
| bor.
spending
days at their
Mr. Macomber’s office
building is
camp at Long pond.
“spick and span” in its newness.
j The drama “Our Folks,” presented in Mrs. Lottie Gay is visiting her sister,
! Masonic hall Msy 2, by the pupils of the Mrs. Hattie
Crabtree, at Hancock Point.
| grammar school, was a great success, and
Miss Bessie Fernald left for Waltham,
1
gave evidence of careful drilling by their
Mass., Monday for a visit of a few weeks.
| teacher, Mrs. Trask.
Mrs. H. F. Collins and daughter Virginia
6.
L.
May
|
left Monday for a week’s stay in Bangor.
SALISBURY COVE.
Miss Craig, of Presque Isle, is visiting
The many friends of Alston Leland will her sister, Mrs. Lorimer, at the
Baptist
be glad to learn that he is recovering from parsonage.
his illness of pnenmonia.
Ralph Wooster, who is to be employed
Mrs. J. W. Wood is occupying ber home
by F. H. Macomber, left Monday for the
returned
from
Hull’s
here, having
Cove, season at Seal Harbor.

_

_

|

Monday.

Mrs. Abbie Mayo is home from Surry,
where she has

been

visiting,

and is

now

with her son, G. W. Mayo.
Mrs. Ida Rich was called to Bar Harbor
yesterday on account of the illness of her
daughter, Mrs. Fred Gonya.
Several from here attended the game at
Bar Harbor last Saturday between the B.
H. high school and Pittsfield M. C. I.
The village improvement society will reIts weekly sewing circle meetings?
which have been postponed on account of
bad travelling, on Thursday afternoon.
M.
May 3.
sume

__

SEAL COVE.
Miss Sadie Carver is employed at Bar
Harbor.
Mrs. Otis Walls, who has been seriously
ill, is improving.
Rev. B. F. Gott, wife and daughter
Zulma, of South Robbinston, are visiting
friends in town.

Rev. Mr. Gott and wife

goes out to his
May 4.

grief-stricken family..

R-

ALL DRUCGI8TS; BOc. AND 81-00.

</M«Mono' Ctmm
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S»«nrs,
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»i«ter, Mrs.

nthr* pafrl

and

'“land,

Sunday.

Wilson Eaton has
where he has

»0n.

■

'C

employment.

LAMOINE.
Mr. Emery, one of the officers of the
Maine Civic league, will give a lecture on
"Good Citizenship", illustrated by stereopticon, in the church Friday evening,

Several members of Pr»._
U* WHh th®
^

1_

^ W*11^®

f*M 6*™
“Dr.

B

Thomas' Eclectrle

short

Josephine
Aroostook

from
Bunker is at home
county, where she has been

teaching.
Miss Myras Carter has returned to
Shirley, Mass., after a month’s sojourn
with her brother, Boecoe Nason.
Mrs. Oscar Hyaom is slowly recovering
after an operation performed last week by
Dr. Simmons, of Bangor, assisted by Drs.
Bridgbam and Phelps.
Among those who attended the Bryan
lecture at Bangor were: Adalbert Gordon,
A. B. Havey, A. P.
William Blaisdell,
Havey, H. H. Havey and Dr. S. E. Phelps,
Archie B. Havey and wifa spent a few
days in Bangor last weak, and were
aboard the train Thursday evening when
the accident tank place. Miss Gerry, of
Caribou, accompanied them home.
There has been a general suspension of
business in the granite quarries since May
1, owing to a disagreement as to prices
that shall be paid to the stone-cutters. A
strike is anticipated before the matter it
settled.
high school pupils were aaaressea
by Rev. N. R. Pearson at tbe Unitarian
church at Sullivan Sunday afternoon.
They were ushered into the church by B.
C. Baker, who represented the school
board, accompanied by the iprincipal,
Joseph H. Doyle.
M.
May 6.
Tbe

_

NORTH SULLIVAN.
Charles Colson, who has been very ill, is
out again.
Wallace Springer is home from Brockton, Mass., where he baa been employed.
The many friends of Miss Blanche
Webb will regret to hear that she is fail-

The remainder of the passage waa calm.

Mies Laura Linscott, youngest daughter
of the late Capt. J. B. Linscott and wife,
waa married April 20, to Dr. Newton W.
Park, now stationed at the United States
naval station in Porto Rico as surgeon.
The ceremony was performed at the home
of the bride’a sister, Mrs. Raymond Hodgkins, in Portland. Quite a romance is attached to this marriage, Dr. Park having
drat met Miss Linscott when called to her
in a professional capacity in the summer
of 1906, while the United States ship on
which he waa serving was lying at Bast
the
Mrs. Park is one of
Iamoine.
bright, ambitious young ladies of Lawishes
of
all
sincere
and
the
good
moine,
follow her to her home in Porto Rico.
H.
May 8.

Rev. N. R. Pearson returned from conference for another year here. He is
heartily welcomed by all.
The May ball at K. of P. hall

was

TelirSl

Natnre
At

Many

an

Ellsworth Rtidw r^ m
*

Too Well.
When the

kidneys

are

or

too

Robert Carter and wits, of Bajrside, are
visiting at David Mosley's.
School began here Monday, with Miss
Mabel Bennett, of Hancock, teacher.
Mrs. Sarah Bowden, of Portsmouth, N.
H., is visiting at Woodbnry Bowden’s.
Mrs. Sarah Hodgkins, of Uoutdeboro, It
visiting old friends and neighbors here.
John McIntyre, of Massachusetts, is
visiting his mother, Mrs. Mary McIntyre.
Daniel McIntyre, of Ellsworth, spent
Sunday with hit mother, Mrs. Mary(McIntyre.
The schooner Wilson and Willard, Capt.
Q. W. Bowden, is loading hardwood for
the Clark Coal Co., Bar Harbor.
Ark.
May 8.
_

PARTRIDGE COVE.
Nelson Young is building a barn.
Everett McFarland is recovering||from
the grip.

S

Any urinary trouble tell,
Doan’s

fi

frequent action;
0(

Kidney Pills cure all

kidn,r
kidn,,

^B
J.B

It

Ellsworth people testify to this.
C. W. Pierce, of Birch

Ave.,

Melvin Wilbur has gone to Bar Harbor,
where be has employment.

B

calendar.

Infrequent

MARLBORO.
Mias Audrey Hodgkins has gone to Mt.
Desert Perry to teach.

|j|.

sick,

Nature tells yon all abont it.
The urine la nature's

'_

ing.

EUseqaB

vbl

Me., says: “My first experience
Doan’s Kidney Pills was about
two

M

ago, when I need them for pains
tty back and through the loins.

The,

was

also difficulty with the

kidney

^

tions and inflammation in the neck of
th
bladder. Medical treatment of
vttiou
kinds only gave me, at best,
tempo®,
relief. It was different with Doan'e

Kid-

ney PUls. I noticed a change for th
better in my condition after I had
taka
the third dose, and after taking two bo®
the pain m my back disappeared and all
the other dlfflculties were corrected. I
hare recommended Doan's
to

a

number of friends and

Kidney Pan
acquaintances,

and know

oases which they have cured
ia
the same prompt way t hey did mine."
For sale by aU dealers. Price 50 cents.

Foster-Mil barn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sola
agents for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan's-and take

Mrs. Helen Leffy, of Bangor, visited her I no other.

post-

poned indefinitely, owing to the severe
illness of Mrs. Oscar Hysom.
The stone-cutters from ail the quarries
are out on a strike.
It is to be hoped that
there may be a satisfactory settlement

Be re,'

Sfetmturaunta.

soon.

Mrs. Howard Bunker has returned from
the Eastern Maine general hospital, where
she underwent an operation. She is doing

finely.
May

6._M.
WEST FRANKLIN.

Eddie Caler has gone to Bar

Harbor.

Ice left the pond April 29-a few days
later than the average.
The board of health has ordered free
vaccination for all who desire it.
Mrs. Jannie Stanley, of Brewer, is visither parents, George Springer and wife.
Roscoe Ward and Lewis Shuman have
gone to Calais to work on fences of the

ing

Washington County railway.
Long lumber is being sawed

at ScarnTeams from Hancock are
hauling lumber to their homes.
The board of health has disinfected the
house occupied by Adelbert Jellison, on
account of scarlet fever. If no new cases
are reported, the house of Oscar Harriman
will be disinfected in about ten days.
mon’s mill.

May

3.

__C'H’E’ER.
HANCOCK.

There will be

a

social dance at town

hall

Thursday evening. May 9.
P. G. Walker spent Sunday at Bar Harbor, the guest of C. H. Leach.
Miss Mary Mattocks, of West Sullivan,
is employed at Capt. A. I. Foss’.
Mr. Emery, of the Maine Civic league,
will give
a
free illustrated lecture at
Union church Thursday evening, May 9.
All

are

.

invited.
■

Master Leigh Joy entertained a few of
his schoolmates Friday evening in honor
of hie ninth birthday.
Ice-cream and
cake were served.

May

6.

\
\
J
I
V

C.
CV

DEDHAM.

IW Write
jp
II

Mrs. G. P. Goodwin is ill.
Miss Mary Warning is visiting relatives
in

Hil

Bangor.

Mrs. George Gott
gone to Bar Harbor.

and

children have

T. R. Phillips is confined to bis bed with
rheumatic troubles.

M

II
II

j

V

m tad I will Mod lm nj book

Minted,

Tic Cm of Dank Animals."

I have made a success in the treatment of animals, for many years.
Lesure’s veterinary medicines are recognized as the most efficient compounded, and have the endorsement of animal owners everywhere.
Lesure’s Veterinary Stable Case contains a full assortment of various
medicines required for emergencies as well as the necessaty tools to
administer same.
Price complete, $6.00. Sent anywhere upon receipt of price,
j. C.

Ilium,

172 Winch—fr

St., Know, W.

KINEO RANGES
BASE THE BEST.
The

thin,

stoves

BAR HARBOR.
The contract for the erection of Bar
Harbor’s new Catholic church has been
awarded to Otto Nelson, of Bangor. The
material will be local granite for all underground work, and for all over grade walls
the Machias silver £ray granite will be
used. Brownville slate will cover the
roof. The building will have a seating
capacity of 800. The contract requires the I
building to be completed by May 1, 1906.

Dojoti lcwerHones |

Do you know how to care for
your hone or other live Mock i
It ia the duty of every horse
lover not only to provide for their
comfort, but for their health. To
neglect trifling ailments is inhuJ
man.
Mom severe ills of horses
might be averted if properly
treated in the beginning.
If you are not familiar with diseases of animals profit by my experience.
L

Miss Minnie Hayward entertained a few
friends Saturday evening at a birthday
Games were played and dainty reparty.
freshments served.

Maynard Thompson, of Easton, is visitFuneral services of Deacon J. E. Dunn ing his uncle, E. A. Thompson.
Raymond Dow and wife have gone to
were held at the baptist church, Rev. A.
housekeeping in the Bay View house.
Miss Aimee Miller, who is employed in
Rev. Benjamin F. Gott called on friends W. Lorimer, officiating, Monday, April Brewer, spent last Sunday at home.
here last week, before going to his new 29. The church wras full, and the abundThe little son of George Moore, who has
ance of flowers testified to the esteem in
charge in Robbinston.
been so ill with pneumonia, is recovering.
which
he was held. Deacon Dunn was a
4.
Thelma.
May
E. A. Thompson is shipping potatoes
from East Holden.
He has sold 1,000
SfebtrUummta.
bushels recently.
R. J. Bailey and wife are spending some
time with Henry Wharf! and wife, Mrs.
Bailey’s parents.
B.
May 3.
The effect of Scott's Emulsion on

pale children is magical.
It makes them plump, rosy, active, happy.
It contains Cod Liver Oil, Hypophosphites
and Glycerine, to make fat, blood and bone,
and so put together that it is easily digested
by little folk.

COUNTY NEWS.

Oll i^
May 10.
edy for that often fatal diaea, *" b*,t
Henry Mattocks is at hume for a
Chpt. Fred Hodgkins’ schooner, Inez L. been used with aucce.. in onr
L.
vacation,
Carver, is now in San Juan, Porto Rico,
Whiteacre,
Mr. Lipsky has postponed his opening having arrived there April 22, after a
twelve days’ passage. The first live days
sale to May 13.
of the passage were extremely rough, the
The Phillips Eaton, Oapt. J. K. Mitoil bags being called into frequent service. u -n.-w-1-rww.
chell, was called to Ellsworth Friday.

WEST SULLIVAN.

_

a toy merry-go-round had many admirers.
A phonograph recital was enjoyed by
the elders and little ones. The prettiest
effect came when the little ones were
seated at the prettily arranged table with
the lovely birthday cake lighted by four
pink candles in the centre. The ice-cream
and other good things were fully appreciated. A type-written slip with name
and birth date had been beautifully lettered by Joseph’s own hands. Grandma
Tracy merely doing the spelling for him.
The names of all the little guests were enrolled, and each carried home a dainty where she has spent the winter with her
Mrs. A. B. Fernald will visit her daughsouvenir favor. Every child present was daughter, Mrs. Harry McFarland.
ters, Mrs. Lula Crabtree and Mrs. Effle
for that afternoon a model of good beSalisbury Cove can boast of one very Cook, at Hancock this week.
havior. All hope the little man may have ! smart old man.
Thomas P. Emery reWalter Wilson and wife have rented the
many happy returns of his birthday.
I oently passed his eightieth birthday. Be- C. H. Macomber
cottage. He is doing
Spray.
May 6.
] sides attending to his chores every day, painting and papering for several parties.
j he has finished preparing his year’s fireBASS HARBOR.
| wood. On the evening of his birthday a ! Miss Bernice Dunn is about to organize
a chorus choir, and wishes all who are
Guy Parker has a fine new naphtha ; few' of his friends gave him a pleasant surinterested to meet at her home Friday
launch.
| prise by spending the evening with him.
Mrs. Ada Martin returned from Port- He w'as presented w ith a beautiful birth- evening.
B.
May 6.
day cake and other gifts.
land last week.
6.
R.
May
Maxwell
James
T.
and
of
wife,
SaugerGus Gott has opened a fish market on
ties, N. Y., were in town last week for a
Benson’s wharf.
GOTT’S ISLAND.
short stay with friends. They came from
Robert Trask and Ed Bunker have gone
Miss Phoebe Gott is quite ill with ton- Hancock Point where
they had been lookto Isle au Haut gpnning.
! silitis.
ing over the new cottage they have been
William Dodge and wife, of Mt. Desert
Capt. Charles Gross has sold his sloop t<^ building this winter, and w hich will be
I
Rock light station, are here for a few days. Bluehill parties.
ready for occupancy this summer. They
Capt. C. O. Martin, of the smack Eva j L. S. Trask caught his first halibut of left for Saugerties Saturday night.
Martin, sailed Saturday for Nova Scotia to the season last Saturday. It weighed
buy lobsters.
NORTH FRANKUN.
I eighty-seven pounds.
The Maine Coast Transportation Co. has
Carl Woodworth has gone to Waterville
M. V. Babbidge, who was in Bar Harbor
purchased a faster boat, which will be put last wreek attending the Methodist con- to find employment.
on the route soon.
ference, returned home Monday.
Mrs. Melissa Abbott has gone to HarCaspar Murphy, who has been at Mt.
Mrs. Montell Gott, who has been here rington for a few days.
Desert Rock with his aunt, Mrs. Lucy the past week, returned to Rockland FriA few have commenced farming in spite
Dodge, is at home.
day. Mr. Gott will join the steamer of the cold, wet weather.
Benjamin Hallet arrived from Friend- Catherine Monday.
Claude Clark has sold bis horse to Mr.
Chips.
May 4.
ship Saturday with his new power slodp,
Tracy, of Northeast Harbor.
built by Wilbur Morse.
MT. DESERT FERRY.
Miss Minnie Wilbur and Mrs. Delia
Charles Harding and family, of Lamoine,
William Kearin, of Bangor, spent Sun- Bunker were in Ellsworth last week.
moved here last week, and are occupying
Alonzo Wilbur will drive on the east
day with E. S. Jellison.
Mrs. Daniel Ladd’s house.
Mrs. Margaret Eldridge and baby, of branch stream for Whitcomb, Haynes A Co.
Underwood’8 factory closed last Saturare visiting at F. L. Colby’s.
Ernest Bragdcn is employed at Sullivan
day for a few days. They have been can- Waterville,
School has been in session a week. Miss with his team for Bragdon, Fernald A
ning clams, but expect to be ready for sardines by the last of the week.
Audbrey Hodgkins, of Marlboro, is Gordon.
teacher.
Miss Daisy Page went to Ellsworth FriMay 6._X. Y. Z.
day evening to remain until Monday
The two little children who have been
WEST EDEN.
living at Augustus Carter’s the past year, morning.
Henry Knowles, who has been very ill, and who went to Bar Harbor to live a few*
Frank Bragdon and Miss Rubie Jordan,
is better.
w eeks ago, have returned to Mr. Carter’s.
of Waltham, were married at the Baptist
D. W. McKay has gone to Greenville for
C.
May 6.
parsonage Saturday evening by Rev. Mr.
a few weeks.
Lorimer.
WEST TREMONT.
T.
May 8.
Ernest Hall, a student at M. C. I., PittsEdmund Keed, sr., has gone to Bangor,
field, came home last Saturday, returning where he has found
EAST
FRANKLIN.
employment.

and

valued member of the Baptist church and
a
superintendent of the Sunday school for
His place will not be
number of years.
eaaily Oiled. He was a man who made
friends, and had a kind word for everybody. The sympathy of a host of friends
__

The cottage meeting will be held at K.
L. Moore's Friday evening at 7.30.

Flank Faraald and wife, of Ellsworth
Mina Robbins has gone to Bangor to Falla; Jeffs non Smith and wife, of Lacontinue her studies at Shaw business moine; Mrs. Mark Inland, of Bangor, and
Shepard Leland and wife and three daughcollege.
ters, of Hall’s Cove, were hern Sunday to
Ruth Marshall and Millard Bartlett
attend the funeral of Mrs. McFarland.
came from Bar Harbor Friday, returning
Caroline A., widow of Prineeton McFarSunday.
land, died at the home of her son Richard
On account of ill health, Millard Bartat Bar Harbor, Friday, at the age
of
lett has had to give up his studies at
fifty-three yean. Death was due to
Shaw business college. He is now In
a cancer, with which Mrs. McMrland had
Maria ville, where he will stay a few weeks
been troubled for some time. Her home
and then expects to go to Newport with
was here, but since the death of her hushis father.
band some years ago aha had lived in Bar
News reached here Wednesday of the Harbor summon.
Ska Leave, three
death of Alexander Bain. He, with Mrs.
daughters—Miae Alta, Mrs. Edward HopBain, was on his way borne from Florida, kina, Mrs. Harold Higgins, and two sons—
where they spent the winter. He died on
William C. and Richard, all of Bar Harboard the boat Sunday, April 28, about bor. Of her own
family she ia survived
four hours before reaching New York.
by an aged mother, Mrs. Abigail Cousins,
Besides a widow, he leaves two sons, one
brother, Eugene Cousins, of Trenton,
Arthur A. and James B. Bain, who jtn two
sisters, Mrs. Laura McFarland, of
living in Northeast Harbor, and one sister Ellsworth, and Mrs. Henrietta McFarin India. They have the sympathy of all.
land, of Trenton. Mrs. McFarland was a
The remains were brought here for burial. kind and devoted mother. The
family
L.
Msy 4.
have the sympathy of a boat of friends.
The remains were brought here Sunday,
SOMES VILLE.
and funeral services were held at the
Fred Smith is employed by A. O. Jacob- Methodist church at 1.30, Rev. J. p. Simonton, of Ellsworth, officiating.
son.
Mat.
May 8.
Rev. William Forsythe, of Bucksport,
here
Sunday.
preached
FRANKLIN.

individuals.

graceful hospitality.

N.
BARTLETT’S ISLAND.

The funeral services of Maud Walla
were held at the Methodist church Wednesday, May 1, the pastor giving a touching tribute to the character of this lovely
girl. An abnndanoe of flowers testified
to the affection of friends. There were
beautiful flowers from the Y. W. C. T. U.,
the Odd Fellows and Rebekah lodges and

little white-winged messengers
brought invitations to the birthday reception of little Joseph Handy Lawton, there
was a flutter of delight among the little
tots of the neighborhood. When the
eventful date, April 29, arrived, a dozen
little ones from three to six years, chaperoned by mothers and grandmothers,
gathered at the Lawton cottage in honor
of Master Joseph’s fourth anniversary.
feel
The little host seemed to
the
responsibility of his position, and welcomed his guests in a grave, yet selfpossessed manner, passing a box of candies as an opening prelude. The small
man’s mother, Mrs. Harry Lawton, had
arranged a fine entertainment for the visitors, and made them feel at ease by her

fbr mMMmcI

Mate Edwin Lopaus, of schooner J. M.
Harlow, spent Sunday at home, while the

com-

paper printed
Hancock county, and has never claimed to
be, but it m the only paper that can properly be called o County paper; all th>
rest are merely local papers The circuit*
The American, barring the Bar
He*%
Harbor Record's summer list, is larger
than that of all the other papers printed
in Hancock county
can is
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NOYES & NUTTER MFG. CO., Banffor, Me-

mjnty news.

W., at East Bluehi’l, cave home Thursday.
I..—- «»" l*w
Harvey Webster, who ha9 been suffering
with blood poison in his hand, caused
by
castine.
a splinter, is
improving.
made a trip to Bangor
Miss
Margate! Conner has gone to Month
E jfcCluskey
on businey.
a visit to Augusta
Walker mad©
of schools.
in .be interest
f'om Com.
been received
has
cancelling the date for bis
P. Peary
23.
here. May
1 B Ames, of Cambridge, Mass.,
for a short stay at her

a

°rt

're
"d Wednesday

Bge at Ames point.
is in town makP Wood, of Bangor,
renovating hia cottages at
and
reb(ir«
the summer buainesa.
Fs bead (or
a son of Boland Hooper,
tbur Hooper,
was

man,

-jerfastine

in town last

and relatives.

tailing on friends
been
who has
Ralph Hodgkins,
the past winter in Bar
ber husband

returned to her home here.
bor, has
W.
DreBser, who baa been
j

in
last week,
the past winter, arrived
her home for the summer.

on

opened

who have been
and Mrs. Packard,
Mrs. Horatio
with their daughter,
have gone to Searsthe past winter,
time.
,t tor a short
C. H. Hooper has
u Estate Agent
at Dyce’s
ed Spruce Knoll, the cottage
to Mr. SboelowDed by A. W. Little,
oi Philadelphia, for the coming

er,
mer.

who has been
ins Winifred C*>mbs,
for boys at
loved at the State home
has retsburg, N. J., for some time,
and returned to
ed her position there
home here.

Gardiner, delivered his
L. Powers,
butterflies
on insects, moths and
of

ire

ormal hall Friday, to an appreciative
in conneciion
ence. Mr. Powers has
his lecture one of the finest collecsof specimens in the State.
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additional Count

y

yawn,

w

Kenyon won, but Kalloch made a good
match for him. The preliminary boot
was between Johnny Allen, of Moncton,
N. B., and Billy Smith, of Rockland, who
substituted for Sandy Johnson, of Man-

payee

STON1NGTON.
Mrs. E. J. Carter is visiting friends in

chester, N. H.

summer

with her

care

for him.

summer.

Mrs. F. A. Haskell went to Camden Friday to meet Capt. Haskell on the schooner
L. T. Whitmore. Mrs. Ralph Gray, whose
husband is on the Whitmore, accompanied
her.
H.
May

Miss Edith Allen, who has been in Bos- ; The linemen of the New England Teleton ail winter for medical treatment, is at graph & Telephone Co. have been setting
home much improved in health.
new poles and putting in more
telephones.
Capt. Foss came from Surry last week, Stonington is to have an all-night service
soon.
going from here to Buck’s Harbor to get
Nihil.
the yacht Aurora, which he will command
May 3.
this season.
has
to Boston to

j

8._

WEST BROOKLIN.

_

Roy Freethey is employed

ons", which is scheduled to take tended to the ‘bereaved mother, who has
Emerson hall early in June, are inade‘her home at Hotel
Dority for several
Teasing finely. At present they have years.
torus of about aeventy voices, local
Une Femme.
Mfcy 4.
it, together with a children's chorus
ibout thirty voices. Music will be
BLUEHILL.
ilhed by an orchestra of tea pieces.
G. Welland Clay has gone to North Jay.
added
the
several
together with
R. P. Stover is reshingling all his buildictiors which will be given, will make

ing

committee bas

natter in charge: Mrs.
er, Miss Carrie Perkins,
be, Miss Annie Shepherd,
mell, E. E. Pbilbrook and
ly 4.

E. H. CarMiss Mary
Miss Lula
wife,
G.

Bicker has returned from

A.

a

busi-

ibert Connor has accepted a position
)ok on the schooner yacbt Indra.

Miss Myra Bridges has gone to Rockland
visit relatives.

to

Mrs. David Reddy is at home from Bluefor a two weeks’ visit.

hill

Cheston Bridges has moved his family to
Long Island, where he is in the weir business.

May

Mills and wife, of Milo, are in
for a few days’ viait with their son,
Mills,

o.

Alice Gardner, who haa been in
do, N. Y., the past winter, arrived
■ last week.

its

Barker, of the theological seminary
ugor, preached at the Congregational
'■

ch

Sunday.

».G. M. Warren and Mra. Jerry Permit this morning for a abort visit
friends in Portland,
in Amy Witherle left this
morning
lew days’ viait in
and Mrs.

Whiting,
*

Portland,

for

Medford,

Mass.

next
ons” is

fhn
I-

s

rehearsal for tbe “Concert of
appointed for Friday—the
chorus at 4 p. m., and the adults

Hooper, C.

H. Hooper and William
Itson left this
morning to attend tbe
“ °f
grand lodge, F. and A. M.,at

Itnd.

J-G. H,

Witherle left this morning
*ncord, Mass., where she will reside
Her many friends here
very much.

present.
miss her

G.

north castine.
iph Snow is at home from Bellows
^Vt.
18

Lna Uray is teaching at

•bacot.
'id
Dn
*’

Dodge leaves to-day to

George W. Parker left May 6 for Brockton, Mass.
M. P. Hinckley and Dr. Littlefield were
in Bangor last week.
Dr. Littlefield has had

a

bay window

piazza added to his house.
Harvey Stover is ill with typhoid

and

fever

the home of his brother Frank.

at

Charles
and is

Davis has moved from Surry,

living

in James

Gray’s

[1387-1907.
1

ARNO W. KINO.
President
JOHN A. PETERS. Vice-President
HENRY W. CUSHMAN.
Cashier

house.

Brewer.
Francis Dyer,
to go

Boston, is occupy-

Mills leaves to-day
seg voyage.

a

(pr

on a

Lucinda Conner, of Castine,
her sister, Mrs. W. G. Conner.
*•

is

Fred F. Ward well has returned
visit with her daughter, Mrs.

Hatch.
r®Uand Theodore Perkins left last
or
StocktoA Springs, where they
employment.

*

Conner, whose foot was crushed
^charging stone from the Robert
^ Harrow
Escape.
Cioydt a merchant, of Plunk, Mo.,
row
escape four years ago, when
.iTJ,u\8°a bur into his thumb. He
Wftnr? doctor wanted to amputate it
ickit.lv> n»ot eonsent. I bought a box
danJ! S Arnica Salve and that cured
ffi’s8, tJ0us "ound.” 26c at E. G.
«
Druggist.

m

4 to

team

went

to

Vaults,

9

WE

INVITE

YOUR

begins April

is

building

ell.

BUY

STOCK Olie Dollar and

Fifty

Lila will

C. H. Perkins and daughter
this morning for Skowhegan.
Rev. A. W. Bailey, pastor of the Baptist
church in Brooklin, spoae in the Methodleave

chapel Sunday.
May 6.

ist

9‘

81,950.447 23
70,572 26

a'HE

AND FIFTY CENTS PER SHARE?
ONE DOLLAR
FULL PARTICULARS MAILED OX APPLICATI. *N.
Co.,

28 State St., BOSTON, MA8S.

CAPITAL,

•

SURPLUS (earned)

NORTH

Henry York, of East Bluehill, visiting
his daughter, Mrs. David Black.
H. D. Young has gone to Rockland as
commander of schooner Victory.

admitted,

Segal Notices.

MINING COMPANY stock at

4._Qis

Gross assets,
Deduct items not

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock sa—Clerk’s Office. Supreme Judicial Court.
Ellsworth, Maine, May 8rd,
A. D. 1107.
following is the disposition of each
appealed case and indictment for violation of the Laws regulating the use and sale
of intoxicating liquors made at the April
Term of said Court A. D. 1907, published in
accordance with the provisions of Chapter 29,
Section 71 of the Revised Statutes of Maine.
One case.
State vs. Charles D. Gallagher.
Capias to issue in vacation.
Thomas J. Gleason. One case. Capias to issue in vacation.
Daniel H. Herlihv, Applt. One case.
Mittimns issued. Respondent committed.
Stephen Comolli. Four cases. Capias to issue in vacation.
Ellison Abbott. One Case
Capias
to issue iu vacation.
Leslie Abbott.
Two ca^es.
Capias
io issue in vacation.
Jerry Cratty. Two cas&. Capias to
issue in vacation.
Red Gray. Two cases. Capias to issue in vacation.
E. Ghalli. One case. Capias to issue in vacation.
Mayo H. Clemeut, Applt.. One case.
Balance Fipe of $65. Paid.
Dennis Hayes, Applt.
One case.
Continued by County Attorney.
Albert K. Dodge. Two cases.
Continued by County Attorney.
Grover Bunker. One case. Sentence
Fine $100. Costs $15. and in addition 30 days in jail. One case. Continued for Sentence
Pearl Wardwell.
One case.
Nol
Pros. Fine $50. Costs $9.67.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.

mouutalns thus going a vertical depth of approximately 1500 feet.
Stevens, the great authority on American Copper Mines, In his “Copper Hand
Book of 1906” speaking of Bingham, generally, says, at no other point on the Globe
are developn ents of greater importance or that are likely to have a more profound
influence on the future of the copper industry. Utah Consolidated 4 ompany stock was
placed on. the market at §2.00 per share ana Is now selling for goo, paying a dividend
of $6.00 per share. United States Mining Company stock was placed on the market
at $10.00 per share and is now selling for $66. paying a dividend of $7.00 per share.
Boston Consolidated stock was placed on the market at $6.00 a share and Is now
selling at $26.
Why not Invest In a few shares of the BINGHAM METAL

bankers and brokers,
Members Boston Stock

Exchange.

to visit relatives.
Miss Alice Steadman will come May 9 to
occupy her cottage for a short time.

Mias Lela E.

HOME.

particulars Inquire

Cents per Share.

Situated in the Bingham District, Utah. I40u acres of mineral
bearing land and 180 acres of timber land.
It has a modern electrical equipment, energy to operate the same furnished by
It
our own water power. This »aves the company in coal from $20 to $60 per day.
has tour main tunnels through which the property is being developed and which will
cut the ore-bearing beds at great depth. These tunueTs run from the base of the

Saturday

BROOKSVILLE.
Snow has gone toHartland.

shares,

CASSIDY, President.
EDWARD R. ADAMS, Vice President.
JOHN'

OLD TOWN BRANCH.
M. H. RICHARDSON, Manager.

$175,000.00.
$307,000.00.
CHAS. D. CROSBY’. Sec*y and Treasurer.
JOHN H. RICE, Asst. Treasurer.

MACH I AS BRANCH.
GEO. B.

BOYNTON, Manager.

WE SOLICIT DEPOSITS.
Wo pay 2 1-2 per cent Interest on accounts subject to check, credited monthly; 3 1-2
on or ;before the tenth draws interest
per cent on savings accounts. Money deposited
from the first ol the month, credited semi-annually.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed adminis2 THE
trator of the estate of Minnie L. Hale, late

■

J
m

2
■

|
J

J■

of Brooklin, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment im-

mediately.
April 20, 1907.

Herbert H. Hale.

subscriber hereby gives uotice^thai
been duly appointed administhe
estate of
Daniel Ladd,
late
of
of
Tremont, in the county
Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the
law
directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of sfdd deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
Emerson D. Ladd.
April 20, 1907.
he has
THE
trator
of

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.:
this 23d day of April a. d. 1907, on an
execution issued by the supreme judicial
court for the county of Hancock, at a term
thereof begun and held on the second Tuesday of April, a. d. 1907. to wit, on the 20th day
of April, a. d. 1907, in favor of Arthur A. Burnham, of Bridgton. Maine, for the benefit of
A. F. Burnham, of Ellsworth, in said county
of Hancock, a aicst Kras: us J. Moore, of said
Ellsworth, in Paid county and State, for seventv-uine dollais ana fifty-three cents, debt
or damage, and fourteen dollars and thirtynine cents costs of suit, and fifteen cents,
wiit of execution, and will be sold at public
auction on the premises in said Ellsworth, to
tbe highest bidden, on the sixth day of June,
I9u7, at two o’clock in tbe afternoon, the following described real estate and all the right,
title and interest which the said Eraslus J.
Moore has and had in and to the same on the
fifteenth day of December. 1906, at three
o’clock and ten minutes in the afternoon, the
time when the same was attached on the writ
in the same suit, to wit: A certain lot of land
situated in said Ellsworth, and described as
follows:
Beginning on the new Lamoine
road leading from Ellsworth to Lamoine at
the southeast corner of a lot of land sold to
Wilson R. Jordan; thence running north 49
degrees east one hundred and three rods to
land owned by the late Arno Wiswell; thence
easterly on said Wiswell’s south line to the
northwest corner of land owned by Harriet
E. Mitchell; thence south 49 degrees west one
hundred and thirty-five rods to said Lamoine
road; thence northwesterly on said road thirty-ooe rods to the place of beginning, and

TAKEN

can borrow on your
give a first mortgage and

you

Admitted assets,
81,879,874 97
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1906.
Net unpaid losses,
8278,663 30
649,166 88
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
141,408 35
Cash eapital,
500,000 00
310 636 94
Surplus over all liabilities,

Mrs. George Dyer returned to Dark Harbor Wednesday.
George Ames is making extensive repairs on his house.
Wales Howard and wife left for Belfast

May

when

ayjcxtseminift.

I

Ellsworth, Maine, April 30,1907.
Edward E. Chase.
President of the Bluehill Water Company.
Bluehill Water Company,
By Edward E. Chase.
Etizabeth T. Cushman,
John A. Peters,
Directors.

WHY PAY RENT

Total liabilities and surplus.
8L879.874 97
PKAKL St DENNETT « O., Agents,
BANGOR, ME.

Mining Department.
an

open.

CASUALTY CO. OF AMERICA.
ASSETS DEC. 81, 1906.
Stocks and bonds.
81,141,291 04
388.417 C9
Cash in office and bank.
40U.019 13
Unpaid premiums,
All other assets,
10,719 87

I.

CORRESRON DENCE.

NOW 4S THE TIME TO

Parker Morse &

Orlando Howard moved to Dark Harbor

ingly.

of
Henry H. Higgins, See’y,
First Nat’l Bank Bldg
A. W. Kino, President.

Savings Dept.
Next quarter

L. A. Emery,
J. A. Peters,
E. H. Ureely,
B. B. Havey,
Myer (jallert

_

HARBORSIDE.

now

For

Boston last

has a stone-shed here.
Mrs. JohngCharnley and Mrs. William
Farnsworth are at home from Sedgwick,
where they have been living for the past
few months.
RMay 6.

6%

OWN YOUR OWN

EAST BLUEHILL.

who

Banking.

reduc*- it every month? Monthly
miU interest together
payments
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and m about ten years you
will

_

W. C. York and Willis Wit ham have

Dr. True's Elixir Is solcf by druggists everywhere at 35c, 50c ami $1.00 per bottle. A booklet
entitled "Children and Tketr Diseases" will be
sent free by simplyaddressing Dr. J. F. True
St Co., Aabura, Ms, We have a special treatmeat for tape-worm. Send for free book.

Eugene Hale,

On account of the storm the game
was not finished, but as far as played the
seminary team won. About thirty from
Bluehill attended the game.
M.
May 6.

purchased a sloop, and are fitting up for
fishing.
Aubrey Long, of Portland, spent Saturday and Sunday with his parents, E. C.
Long and wife.
Miss Agnes Charnley, who has been
Spending the winter in Boston, arrived
home Wednesday.
A. E. Long is preparing to do monumental work with his father, M. H. Long,

Nsw Gloucester, Mass.
Dr. True, Dear Sir:—The Elixir I
of
purchased you cured my boy, who bad
been troubled with worms ever since he
was a child.
He had tried many other
medicines,and I had employed physician?
until I found it of no use. I despaired ol
his
being restored to health till I heard ol
your Elixir, which, I am happy to say,
effected a speedy cure.
Very truly yours, W. G. Coombs.

NEW SERIES
Shares, SI each; monthly pay
merits, 81 per share*

team.

to

restore

A

play the E. M. C. 8.

Howard Greene went
week 6n business.

the

patient to normal health again.
Turner, Mb.
I)r. J. F. True, Dear Sir:—Having
used your Elixir in my family for many
years, after having satisfied myself of its
recommended it to my
superior merits, Inow
neighbors, who
very generally use
it. I consider it the very best medicine
now in use, especially for children.
Very truly yours,
Job Prince.

is

Thursday.
of

summer residence.

P* ^oland

Directors:
A. W. King,

farther than talk this year, as some samore were taken away last week.
baseball

DR. TRUE’S ELIXIR

Loan and BuilQlim Ass’n.

$4 to $20 per
Annum. ^

ples of

The academy
Bucksport May

Thousands of people have worms and don’t
know it,yet the symptoms a re easily recognized.
Even though worms might not be present
this extraordinary remedy will effect wonderful
changes in the run-down system. It is a great
stomach and liver tonic and regulator.
Worms in adults and children can be
readily
detected from the following symptoms: Indi
gestion; a variable appetite; offensive breath
and foul tongue; eyes heavy and dull; itching
of the nose; short, dry cough ; grinding of the
teeth; starting during sleep; slow fever am)
often, in children, convulsions and bed-wetting;
looseness; hard, swelled bowels.
No matte*
how pronounced or how light the symptoms,

Safe Deposit

LEONARD M. MOORE. Asst. Cashier

The annual spring talk, relating to the
reopening of the copper mines, went a bit

notice that in pursuance of a vote of its stoekholders and directors, both votes being passed
April 27, 1907, at legal meetings of said stockholders and said directors held at Ellsworth,
in Hancock county, it has taktn and purposes to take bold as for public uses for the
protection of the water shed of Third Pond,
otherwise called Wood’s Pond, and for the
protection of the watershed of Second Pond,
otherwise called Douglsss Pond, both in B1 iebill, aforesaid (certain of the water of both
of which said ponds has been taken and condemned by said corporation as a source of
supply of water), certain real estate hereinafter nioreuparticulsrly described, situated in
said Bluemll, tbe taking and holding of the
same for the aforesaid purposes being, ia-ihe
Judgment of the stockholders and of the
directors of said corporation, necessary for
tbe purposes of tbe corporation and necessary
tor the protection of the water-sheds of said
ponds and for the preservation of tne purity \
of the supplies of water, which have been
taken and condemned »-y said corporation.
The real estate, which is, as aforesaid, taken
for the aforesaid purposes, or so much thereof
as is taken for said purposes, is particularly
described as follows, to wit:
So much of the real estate particularly described in the recorded deeds hereinafter referred to as is included within the water-shed
of, or which, by the natural slope of the land,
drains into Third Pond, otherwise called
Wood’s Pond, or' Second Pond, otherwise
called Douglass Pond, in said Bluehill. or
either or both of them; said real estate, t-aid*
portion of which is taken and to be held for
the aforesaid purposes, is more particularly
described in the following deeds to all of
which and to the notice and description filed
by this corporation in the office of the town,
clerk of Bluehill, April 29. 1907, express reference is hereby mace for more particular de-.
scription. The deeds above referred to are
the following:
1: Deed from John 8. Paul to Walter W.,
Irwin, dxted January 26, 1904, recorded in
Hancock county registry of deeds, in book
410, page 267.
2: Deed from W. M. Ward well, deputy
sheriff, to Wilford E. Grindie dated June 1,'
1883, recorded tn said registry, in book 189,
page 402.
8: Deed from Louisa B. Swazey, executrix
of William P. Swazey, to Willoid E. Grindie,
dated January 8,1901, recorded in said registry, in book 865, page 108.
4: Deed from William D. Swazey to John S,
Jeness, dated December 1. 1879, recorded in
said registry, in book 167, page 424.
5: Deed from Seth L. Milliken et als. to
Bisbee Copper Mining & Smelting Company,
dated December 12. 1879. recorded in said registry, in book 169, page 15.
6: Deed from Lewis A. Knowlton to Phoenix
Copper Mining Company, dated October 9,
1880, recorded in said registry, in book 174,
page 335.
7: Deed from Nellie M. Douglass to Wilford
E. Grindie, dated June 3.1899, recorded in said
registry, in book 388. page 201.
8: Deed from James W. Douglass et al. to
Hanson Gregory, jr., et al. dated April 10,1880,
recorded in said registry, in book 173, page 186.
The property described and referred to in
above is owned by
paragraph numbered
Walter W. Irwin, or persons unknown. Tbe
property described and referred to in the remaining paragraphs above numbered 2 to 8,
inclusive, is owned by Willord E. Grindie, or
persons unknown.
A description of all property taken and
statement of purposes for wnich tbe same has
been taken, signed by the president of the.
corporation, has been filed in the office of the
town clerk of Bluehill. on April 29, 1907, under
and in accordance with Section 5 of Chapter
353 of tbe Privare and Special Laws of the
year 1889, approved February 14, 1889, being
the aforesaid charter of said corporation.
All persons will govern themselves accord-

Dunou.

will

corporaunder tbe

Legislature for
the State of Maine for tbe year 1889, the charter being approved February 14, 1889, said
Bluebili Water Company having also received
additional rights under a Special Act of the
Legislature of the State of Maine for the year
1907, approved March 1ft, 1907, and acting unl der and by virtue of its Special Act of incor! poration and said Act of 1907 amendatory
thereof and under and by virtue of all other
powers thereto enabling, hereby gives publio

Dr. True. Dear Sir
One of my boyi
had been troubled for about six year;
with cramp in the stomach, and suspecting that it might be brought on by worms,
we gave him different medicines, but
without effect. Last January he had a
more severe attack than usual, and hearing of the almost miraculous effects of
your Elixir, we gave him about a teaspoonful, and in abont eight hoars it
brought from him a living creature about
eighteen inches in length. He has had
no return of them since, and is now
very
G. W. Vickery.
hearty.

I lEllrcortii

[

of ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

Rev. E. Bean attended the conference of
at Somesville
last w'eek.

George Cousins
hiB

6 YEARS SUFFERING
RELIEVED IN 8 HOURS

I

a

Special

Is what your money will earn il
Invested in shares of the

Vi FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Congregational churches

North

resume

GOULDSBORO.
Mrs. Jemima Tracy, who has been ill, is

Abbrrtiarnunt*.

Miss Lizzie Davis has gone to ^Boston.
Josephine Rea, who iB employed She visited friends in Belfast on the
way.
rockton, Mass., is at home for a short
Benjamin Curtis, of Boston, is spending
He
a few days at his summer home here.
te ball game which was scheduled for
is accompanied by friends.
rdsydid not materialise on account
(1. Stevens is clerking for F. E. Lewis
ng the absence of William Patterson
grtland.

6._B.

improving.
flawing commenced in Dunbar’s stave
mjll at Chicken mill Thursday.
Miss Mildred Coffin will leave Monday
for Northeast Harbor, where she will be
Piles get quick and certain relief from Dr. employed this summer.
Shoop’s Magic Ointment. Please note it is
Mrs. Enoch Newman, who has been
made alone for Piles, and its action is positive
and^certain. Itching, painful, protruding or spending a week with her sister, Mrs.
blind piles disappear like magic by its use.
John Gerrish, at Winter Harbor, is home.
Large nickel-capped glass jars 50 cents. Sold
Jen.
by U. A. Parchbr.
May 4.

iss

tin.

J. T.

the

ings.

_

tripto Boston.

on

Morse.

To Whom it May Concern:
Bluebili Water

Company,
and existing
THEtion organ^ed Act
of the
Private and

IN CHILDREN

_

_

[II

The follow

the bout.
Nihil.

Sfdgwick.
May 6.
Misses Mary and Elizabeth Coid have
ATLANTIC.
gone to Poland Springs.
the sanifarmers are starting in on a small
The
Mrs. Lillian Fifleld has opened her
tarium at Hebron for treatment several
scale farming.
/
months ago, has returned, and is confined bakery and news store.
Mrs. Pinkham and Mrs. Joyce are getto his bed.
Mr. Engerman, of the Benvenue Granting ready for summer boarders.
The newr Methodist pastor. Rev. W. A. ite Co., is expected this week.
Mrs. Ellen Staples has gone to StoningRev. C. W. Robinson attended the ConHanscom, recently of Bar Harbor,
ton to visit her son, Winslow Stanley.
preached at Bethany chapel Sunday after- gregational convention at Somesville last
noon to the satisfaction of his hearers.
Llewellyn Joyce has built two tine boats
week.
both gasoline with fine
The parishioners of Rev. A. E. Luce
Mrs. Mary B. Gott, of Swan’s Island, this winter,
regret his departure, after a very pleasant was initiated into Juanita chapter, O. E. engines.
The little Percy V. made us one trip,
two years’ pastorate. All wish him suc- S., May 2.
and owing to the breaking of her shaft,
cess in £is new field.
Mr. Luce is the
Mrs. Mary E. Helser, of Isle au Haut,
eighth pastor who has received a city will preach in the Congregational church we have not seen her since.
Roscoe Joyce is having paving and sand
appointment on leaving 0tstine.
here Sunday.
hauled to build a cistern. A. A. Staples
May 6.
L.
Capt. G. A Brown and Elmer Hamblen
is doinfc the teaming. Mr. Brawn, of
caught 2,000 pounds of fish this week, and
BROOKLIN.
Southwest Harbor, will build the cistern.
sold them at Swan’s Island.
S.
Mrs. Fred Phillips is visiting her aunt
May S.
The Italian band, all stringed instruand uncle in Surry.
NORTH
DEER
ISLE.
ments, gave a concert on the street MonCharles Tyler has moved his family into
day evening. The music was line.
George H. Holden left for New York
A. J. Atherton’s house.
f
Fred E. Sawyer will go to Portland Wednesday.
H. E. Freethey went to New London,
Eddie Rogers and Chester Small reMonday, as a delegate from Reliance
Conn., last Tuesday to go yachting.
turned home from Camden Friday.
lodge, F. and A. M., to the grand lodge.
A. E. Blake came home this week from
Mr. Bern is, the high school teacher, was
Harold Hardy went to New York ThursDover, where he has been employed.
called away by the illness of his father, day to go on the steam yacht Rambler.
O. L. Flye will leave Monday for Port- j and Senator Mills is
substituting for him.
Mrs. Mary G. Fergerson, who has been
land to attend the grand lodge of Masons.
John L. Goss came from Boston this spending a few dsys with her daughter,
Edw in Randall, who has been very ill, week to look after his business here. Mrs. Mrs. F. E.
Hardy, has returned to her
is better. His mother has come to help Go98 will come the first of June for the home at Deer Isle.
Penobscot to spe d the

*'*

lime.

won

worms”

aunt, Mrs. Margaret Littlefield.
Frank Farnham, who went to

Capt. Harry Grey
gone
The anniversary sermon to Brooklin join his yacht.
I.
O.
O.
and
Center
Harbor ;
lodge,
F.,
Mrs. Wesley Rokes, of Rockland, is visMr. Luce, of Rebekah
ie many friends of Rev.
lodge will take place Sunday, iting her sister, Mrs. A. 8. Hamblen.
Methodist church, are sorry to have May 5, at 2.30, at Odd Fellows hall. Rev. |
Schooner Fannie and Fay, Freeman, is
leave for hia new parish. Mr. Luce A. B. Carter will deliver the sermon.
in port to load stone for Connecticut river.
bis place
to a larger Held at Belfast,
Mrs. Edith Phillips, who has occupied
Wednesday evening, May 8, a reception
being taken by Rev. W. A. Hanscom, the
Ueorge|Eaton house the past winter, will be given in the Methodist church to
Sar Harbor, at which p lace he has
has returned to her home at Flye point.
Rev. J. P. Simonton and wife.
assistant pastor.
F. P. Cunningham has moved bis family
j The Odd Fellows gave a ball in the opera
D. H. C. Ranger F. A. Perkins, of the to the house vacated.
Friday evening. A very large,
1 house
I. F, is in receipt of a handsome
The community was shocked and sadI watch trom the high court of Maine, dened to bear of the death of Miss Helen crowd assembled. Music by the Granite
City band.
eoted for services rendered the order.
Humphrey in Massachusetts last w-eek.
There was a sparring match on ThursPerkins bas been a faithful worker, Miss
Humphrey had spent many summers
aTing been instrumental in putting in town, also two winters. She will be day evening between Oily Kalloch, of
nembers into the ranks of the I. O. F.
St. George, and Jack Kenyon, who claims
greatly (missed by the friends she had
the 140-pound championship of the State.
tor the “concert or made while in town.
le rehearsals
Sympathy is ex-

Dtertainment far in advance of any( which has been given hrre for a

Smith

lUgnl Delias.
^^^NOTICE.

aUuitUKwmt*.

!

containing twenty-one

acres

more

or

less,

and described in a deed from William Kellen,
Norton Ticker and L. D. Jordan to Esker R.
Jordan, Aug. 28, 1878. and recorded in Hancock registry of deeds, book 165, page 268; and
the second lot deeded to said Moore by Susan
M. Jordan on tbe 3d day of July, 1901, and
referred to in her deed to said Moore which is
recorded in said registry, book 364. pages 39,
B. H. Mayo,
80 and 31.
Sheriff.
NOTICE.
To whom it mayconcem:
The Bluehill water Company, a corporation
organized and existing under the private and
act of the legislature for tne State of
special
Maine for the year 1889, the charter being apFebruary 14.1889. said Bluehill water
ompany having also received additional
rights under a special act of the legislature
of the State of Maine for the year 1907, apMarch 15, 1907, aud acting under and
proved
ny virtue of its special act of incorporation
and said act of \ 1907 amendatory thereof and
under and by virtue of all other powers
thereto enabling, hereby gives public, notice
that in pursuance of a vote of its stockholders
and directors, both votes being passed April
27, 1907 at legal meetings of said stockholders and said directors held at Ellaworth
in Hanco k county, it haa taken and purposes
to take and hold ms for public uses for all the
purposes of its charter and acts amendatory
of, or additional thereto, md as a source of
water supply, so much of the water of Third
Pond or wood’s Pond, so called, in Bluehill,
in Hancock county, as will flow through a
inches in diameter, one mile
pipe twenty-four
long, acting under a bead of one hundred feet
and also so much of tbe water of Second
Pond, or Douglass Pond, so called, in said
Bluehill, as will flow through a pipe twentyfour Inches in diameter, one mile long, acting
under a head of one hundred feet, such taking and bolding being in the judgment of tbe
directors and of th*- stockholders necessary
for the purposes of tbe corporation.
This description of property taken and
statement of purposes for which the same has
been taken is signed by the president of the
said corporation and filed in the town clerk’s
office of the said town of Bluehill under and
in accordance with section 5 of chapter 353 of
the private and special laws of thef year 1889,
approved February 14, 1889, being the aforesaid charter of said corporation.
All persons will govern themselves accord-

8roved

ingly.
Ellsworth, Maine, April 29, 1907.
Edward E. Chase,

President of the Bluehill Water Company.
Bluehill Water Company,
By Edward E. Chase.
Elizabeth T. Cushman,
John A. Peters,
Directors.
subscriber

that
adminisof William H. Witherle, late of Castine, in the
county of Hancock, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
Charles B. Witherle.
April 20, 1907.

hereby gives
he has been duly appointed
THE
trator de bonis
of the
non

notice

estate

lbbnrti«»mrnt«.

iftVMttwmwmt.

HAYNES SHIFTS TO CASH ONLY!
REASON.

THB

Saturday, May IS, will positively be the last (lay when credit will be given for
the 18th, the store will be closed for a few
any goods bought in my store. After Saturday,
days in preparation for a sweeping clearing-out sale; then a genuine and complete clearFollowing the
ance sale will be hePd, due notice of which will be given in the papers.
clearance sale the store will again be closed to the public while various repairs are made and
a general renovation made; then I shall get in a big new stock—Everything fresh from the
producers—and will open up for business on a strictly cash basis that shall be “strictly
cash” in

name

and in truth.

WHY.
It is
such

on

my many customers that I should make it
radical move. Here is the reason:

only

a

fair

to

plain why I

have decided

entirely eliminated. In a credit store the dealer has to figure on h ce^
percentage of loss every year through bad bills. This loss becomes a store expense
in order to be paid, the ja-ices on goods generally must be made large enough to
cover
Under the strictly cash system, this very sizeable item never has to be reckoned with.
‘“bad bills" is

Jbr additional f^ounty

tee

other pages

WINTER HARBOR.
Mias Eva Bickford has gone to Bar Har-

:bor,

Orono, who will come with a bead or
satchel full of practical ideas which will
render less difficult some of the weighty

| problems

in

*'*itionn< Count

agriculture.

Our tax rate this year is 27 mills, the
highest for years, but there may be a
grain of consolation in the fact that that
of our nearest neighbor, Orlaad, is even

employment.
j
Charles A. Surry and Joseph Surry will
Jleave Monday for Massachusetts for the higher—31 mills.
summer season.
H.
May 6.
*_
The weekly meeting of the B. Y. P.
DEDHAM.
union has been changed from Friday to
J. A. McLaughlin has gone to Pleasant
Sunday evening.
river to begin log driving.
Mrs. Julia Tracy, who has been critiMiss Lora Kenney has gone to Holden
cally ill several weeks, is somewhat imto teach at Mann hill.
proved in health.
Miss Gladys Eldridge has gone to Milo,
Dana R. Hammond and Gus Workman
Bave gone to Jamestown to work on the where she has a position as milliner.
Mrs. Wilbra Crockett, who has been seexposition grounds.
riously ill with gall stones, is better.
Mrs. Nellie Cowperthwaite, who has
been spending several weeks with her
E. A. Thompson has shipped the past
parents at Lower Harbor, returned to week from Holden two carloads of potaBirch Harbor, Wednesday.
toes.
Mrs. Pamel,,* Myrick died at the home
F. W. Fogg, who has been suffering for
of Henry Thompson Wednesday, after an some weeks with carbuncles on the neck,
illness of several months, aged eighty-six is recovering.
years. The remains were taken to Surry
Miss Grace Hamilton, w ho is teaching
tor interment.
in town, spent Saturday and Sunday at
E.
May 6.
her home in Ellsworth.
where she has

ol'NTY
•

_

y

mtt

Catarrh Can Be Cured.

_

_

logic

of

a

genuine

34 Main St., Ellsworth.

John

Kelley

Shirley

The morning service Sunday, May 12,
will be in the church.

MA’AM
Once

away.
have

and

sons

Howard

the

MASON’S BEANS.

Wonder

of

Maine—Their

Memory’ Still Lingers.

and

gone to Sullivan, where they

The ladies’ aid society greatly apprecithe kindness of Dr. Howard Abbott,
of Lynr, Mass., formerly of this place,
for his generous gift to them of a check
toward paying for the painting of inside
of church and the new carpet.
Molly.
May 6.

ates

To-night there will be an apron and
necktie ball under the auspices of John
grange.

The entertainment for the benefit of
the library was successful. Some twenty
new books will be ordered.

ISLE8FORD.

Friday

was

observed

as

parents’ day

at

Ernest Hill, of Dartmouth, N. S., on his
return from a business trip to New York,
made a brief visit at his old home.

the school.

Fred Noyes was away from home long
enough to be greatly missed, and returned
in time to realize it, which is much better
than having the good interred with one’s

Merton Pierce, of Lamoine, is employed
by Amos Main.

bones.

Miss Gertrude Spurling is employed by
Mrs. E. L. Spurling.

Daniel Ham
business.

was

in

Rockland recently

on

A

son

was

Phippen May

Mrs. Eben Smith, Mrs. Elizabeth Simpson, Mrs. William Lord, Mrs. George
Whalen, Miss Elizabeth Hall and Miss
i Helen Hill were among the conference
| visitors at Bar Harbor.

born to Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
5.

K. Fernald is away, being employed
government job.
Clarence Spurling is having a twentyfoot launch built at Northeast Harbor.
G.

on a

Rev. Arthur E. Gregg preached at the
Congregational church Sunday morning.
Harold Tracey, of Winter Harbor, ar-

fragrant.

Id the early ’40’e the brickmaking busiactive at Biuehill. A large deposit of the right kind of clay, a convenient supply of suitable sand and excellent
shipping facilities, all contributed to the
success of
the industry.
Millions of
bricks were made there, and shipped to
in
Boston
the little packets.
Many a
structure is still standing in Boston built
of Biuehill bricks.
The “brick king” of Biuehill was Capt.
Jedediah Mason.
He was a typical
Yankee; shrewd, enterprising and, if such
ness was

a

word

had

been

known

called

in those

days,

He
had the largest yard, employed more men
and shipped more bricks than any two of
8.
May 6.
the other yard-owners. In order to get all
PROSPECT HARBOR.
there was in the way of margins in the
Capt. Daniel Deasy and wife arrived business he boarded most of his workmen
in his great house, which was as large as
home Friday night.
Mrs. E. D. Chase spent a few days in some of the taverns of those days.
The staple and steady article of diet was
Bar Harbor last week.
baked beans-great “yellow-eyes,” with
C. C. Baker and wife, of Winter Harbor,
plenty of molasses to give them color and
visited relatives here last week.
richness, and a generous piece of pork to
I. 8. Whitaker has a man at work hew- “make ’em
slip down easy,” although
the
timber
for
his new house, which there never
ing
appeared to be any trouble
he is to build this spring.
about that with Ma’am Mason’s beans.
The McKinley Sphool Improvement
Capt. Jed’s good wife rebelled.
“Jed Muon,” mid she, “something1
league has added lately twenty-two new
books to its library, and has some money mast be done. Here I in, working night
not yet expended.
end day bakin’ beans lor thou brickMrs. J. S. Coombs entertained a party makers, and they eat ’em ap (aster than I
of five Friday nigbt for Miss Carrie can bake ’em. The brick oven is (nil of
Robertson and Mias Alice Cole. Mrs. beans all the time, and 1 don’t know what
Coombs’ niece, Miss Julia Guptill, assisted more I can do.”
in the entertainment.
Capt. Jed, after several and most severe
arraignments of the inadequate facilities
May«.
C.
of the culinary department, finally called
SEDGWICK.
a consultation one
night, after supper, of
Capt. Charles Conary spent Sunday at Scott Mooney, the head kiln-builder, and
Pat Dunn, the “boss” burner, both highly
home.
Cecil Wescott has been at home fora paid specialists in their lines.
The trio deliberated to such a satisfacfew days.
tory result that when the board adjourned
Yetts
Cain
arrived home from
Capt.
a definite plan had been decided
upon.
Isle au Haut Saturday.
The next morning all the men who could
Mrs. Alice Morgan, who has been caring be
spared from the yards were mustered
for Mrs. Koch during her illness,
rebehind the big house, and set at work
turned home.
digging a deep and wide hole in the
Mrs. Farnsworth and Mrs. Cbarnley ground.
and daughter have gone to East Bluehill
Several loads of big, flat rocks were
for the summer.
hauled and disposed of under the direction
of Mr. Mooney, forming a foundaMrs. Laura Eaton will give a piano recital at her home on Saturday afternoon, tion upon which was reared such a strucj ture as was never
seen before, and
assisted by her pupils.
probably never will be again.
1
McGouldrick, superintendent of
It was nothing less than an enormous
schools, was in town last week looking up
brick oven, seven or eight times as
a teacher for district No. 2.
large
as an ordinary oven,
big enough to hold
May 6.
H.
fifty bean pots. It was built upon the
mcBt approved scientific
MINTURN.
principles as
worked out by Mr. Dunn, who knew all
Fred Wilbur returned home Thursday.
about air passages and
beat-retaining
Mrs. Ray Tinker’s baby is quite ill with j
last week to resume his work
steam yacht Iduna.
rived

<

A few years ago workmen excavating
for the foundation of a summer hotel at
Biuehill, on the Maine coast, unearthed a
mass of solid brick masonry.
Its origin
was something of a mystery until one of
the oldest inhabitants explained the find
as beyond a doubt the remains of Mrs.
Mason’s famous “bean-kiln.”
Mention of “Ma’am” Mason’s beans
even now arouses the enthusiasm of the
surviving few of the many who feasted on
the delectable morsels fifty and more yeafs
ago, and memories of the bean-kiln are
still

on

the

would have been

a

“hustler.”

_

_

pneumonia.
W. J. Young, of Lynn,

qualities.

is

the guest of

F. N. Johnson.
Two weeks ago Capt. John Hardy took
his bed sack out of the schooner Radient,
of which he has been captain for thirtythree years.

oven.

Finally

the

ronage of the institution
eral that CSapt. Jed saw

freej

became so p
a “chance f®
speculation,” and at his suggestion t
Mason established a “toll rate” of 11
cents for each baking.
This caused something of a falling off
the Saturday night patronage of t
neighbors, but opened the aoon oft
kiln to the world, as it were, and it ua
that Ma’am Mason’s set of sable ft
which were the wonder of the country^
on Sundays and state oceasions, andt
first cabinet organ in Bluehill, were
bought with “bean money”.
But in time the briektnaking indol
at Bluehill “played out
Competition I
came warmer, prices went down,and In
ness dropped to such a narrow margin
profit that Capt. Jed and his good wifei
cided that they had enough to live on
days, sold out and m
up to Ellsworth.
j
The occupation of the bean-kiln
of
the
hM|
with
the
departure
gone
brickmakers. It fell into disuse except
the retreat of a retiring hen turkey.
stole her nest and brought forth a bro
in its darkest recesses.
The elements crumbled the mortar, N
the natives helped themselves to I
without leave, until not
the rest of their

bricks, usually
ing remained but

a

few courses

on

top

foundation, which were tool
toon*
idly cemented to dig up without

the stone
trouble.

■

itoSntisrr.unis

Headache Remedl

I

ANO

FAMILY MEDICI!
19MI

South Brewer, Me,
“I hove been troubled with »
headache for the past year, wd»*
found relief by uaing the ‘L. F. ous
cine, and have kept it in the hooMB
a regular medicine since.”
B
■
Yours truly,
Nellie VaiudeWMB

tasjdJ

of much sickness
traced to liver and
You can keep these organs in1
necessary to good health by
“L. F.” Atwood's Bitters. They KTm
existing evils and insure sound
3ac.
ing health. Begin to-day,

The

ally

cause

be

aij

A Positive
cure

CATARRI

Cream Balm
Ely'squickly
Absorbed.
is
<vives Relief At Once.

IjfB

It cleanses, soothes
heals and protects
the diseased
It cur< s Ciu HL/WH
brane.
ta-rh and drives
away a Cold in
Head quickly. Be-II
f |l*V
stores the Senses of *iri
Triste and Smell. Full size oOcta, jm
1
gists or bv mail; Trial Size
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren

mern-^j/
Ay

Mianos

Marine

When it was completed, Capt. Jed called
out his wife to inspect the work.
“There, ma’am, I hope I sha n’t hear
anything more about not havin’ room
enough to bake beans—not this week, ’t

any rate,” said Capt. Jed.
Some one christened the
structure
“Ma’am Mason’s bean-kiln.” It was a
LEACH’S POINT.
great success. It was even an improveMiss Lydia Hopkins died Monday at the ment upon the old brick oven in the kitof
Miss
fifty-seven years.
age
Hopkins chen, and Mrs. Mason’s beans became
had been ill many years, and at times had I
been a great sufferer.
She leaves two more famous than ever. It is said that
sisters, Mrs. Hiram Leach and Mrs. Cyn- Capt. Jed hired men from a ninepence to
thia Morse, and one brother, Alpheus! a shilling a day
cheaper than did the
Hopkins, all of this place.
other brickmakers, all on account of the
bean-kiln beaus.
BLUEHILL.
After the bean-kiln was in
good workMiss E. A. Maeomber will open Bluehill ing order, some of the neighbors begged
the privilege of baking their
laundry May 13.
Saturday

May

night beans in the great oven. Bean,
all the church suppers and
merry-roaki
for miles round were, of course, baked
Ma’am’s great

[From Youth'a tampan ion. J

have work.

Miss Rena Hooper left Monday morning for a summer’s employment in Bar
Harbor.

The many friends of Frank E. Guptill
are pleased to learn of his safe arrival at
Olongapo, Philippine Islands, where he

_

patrons,fw

savings

to let my

Portland this week. Mr*. Lawrence will
visit in Southwest Harbor while he is

mh.tr pacet

I
Tuesday evening there was a wedding at
Clyde McLaughlin returned home from
the home of the bride’s mother, Mrs.
Pittsfield Thursday, and was a passenger j
Emeline Johnson, when Mrs. Martha
on the Bar Harbor express which was de- |
Hackett was united in marriage to Foster
in
Brewer.
railed
of
an
electrical
as
Bas gone
superintendent
Dunbar, or Steuben, by Rev. N. R. Pearconstruction
with
the
E. A. Goodwin, M. D., of Brockton,
plant, in connection
; son, the ring service being used. The
is
Mr.
will
of a government building.
Guptill
Mass., and G. D. Goodwin, of Brewer,
j room was prettily decorated. The bride
the son of William Guptill. He is a gradu- this week visit their mother, Mrs. G. P.
; was becomingly dressed in a brown street
of
institute
ate of the Massacnusetts
Goodwin, who is ill.
The congratulations of the
! costume.
technology, and is in the employ of J. G.
B.
May 6.
White A Co., of New York.
twenty-two invited guests were most
! hearty, after which If pleasant informal
PENOBSCOT.
I
was
epent. Among the older
NORTH PENOBSCOT.
Blaine Perkins has returned to Bangor, evening
j guests, in years but not in spirits, were
The school here commenced Monday. after a few days with relatives here.
i Capt. O. P. Bragdon and wife, Mrs.
Miss U?.a Gray, of this town, is teacher.
Miss Viva Brown, of Eagle island, is Martha
Hooper, Mrs. Lizzie Hooper, of
Amie Hatch and Beulah Leach came spending a few* days with J. B. Littlefield East
Franklin, Mrs. Eliza Chiicott, of
-Rome from the normal school Friday and and wife.
West Sullivan, and Mrs. Henrietta John-will return Monday.
Miss Goldie Bridges, of Belfast, spent son. Ice-cream and cake were served in
for
are
of
L.
in
the
John
contemplated
the dining-room. After the departure of
Important repairs
Sunday
town,
guest
the church here. Meant are in sight to Ward well and wife.
the guests there were others who arrived
work.
the
accomplish
Miss Nina Varnum and Miss Isabelle with more noise but received a hearty
There was an ice-cream sociable at the Dolliver, from Bucksport seminary, spent welcome above the din, and were invited
to partake of refreshments.
grange last Friday evening. Quite a sum Sunday with A. E. Varnum and wife.
H.
-was realized for repairs on the parsonage.
May 7.
M. A. Ward we 11, M. D., went to PortThe return of Rev. Mr. Bryant to this land to-day as delegate from Rising Star
WE8T BROOKS VILLE.
charge is very satisfactory to the people lodge, F. and A. M., to the grand session
Leuchlin Davis left Saturday on a busi.here. His two years’ pastorate has made to be held there.
ness trip to Boston.
him many friends, and his work among
The many friends of Mrs. O. O. LittleBarker Blodgett has gone to Portland to
them has been free from criticism.
field, who is at the Worcester square visit his
sister, Mrs. Will C. Tapley.
Penobscot at its last town meeting voted hospital, Boston, where she underwent a
Herbert Weacott, wife and son Stillman,
to grant women the right to vote on the critical operation a short time ago, are
election of school committee. Mrs. Jen- pleased to learn that she is gaining every after an absence of three months, are at
home for the summer.
nie Bridges, wife of the chairman of the day.
Irving Tar box and wife arrived here last
board of selectmen, has been choeen suSuba.
May 6.
week from Melrose Highlands, Maas.
perintendent of schools. She is a graduNORTH BLUEHILL.
They have packed their household goods
ate of Chstine normal school and has been
Miss Vida Brown, of Eagle Island, spent and will go to Center Harbor, N. H., to
A teacher of much experience and success.
reside this summer.
Hancock Pomona will hold its next ses- a few days last week at H. S. Dunbar’s.
Mrs. Parker Saunders and daughter, of
D. G. Smith, who has been in Massachusion with Highland grange May 34. It is
hoped there will be a good turnout, re- Portland, visited Mrs. Eva Candage last setts several months for medical treatThe
week.
gardless of the press of business.
ment, came home Saturday, accompanied
grangers are promised a professor from
Mrs. Lizzie Hutchins, who has been by his mother, Mrs. Lucy Smith. He is
confined to her bed for the past year, is much improved in health.
able to sit up some.
Amos Lord and wife, ot Belfast, Mrs.
3trf>rrtisrmmt2.
D.
James SwitBer, of Searsport, Rev. Wilmot
May 8.
Lord, of South Portland, arrived Saturday.
BLUEHILL FALLS.
They were called here by the death of
Kill the
Germs
Breathing
by
The boys are doing quite a business their siBter, Mrs. Melvin Lord.
Uy-o-mel. Gives Quick Relief.
with clams at seven centB a pound.
Everett, Grace and Minnie Lord, of
with
suffered
who
have
Many people
A. R. Conary has Bold his power boat
Bath, Newton Lord and daughter Cora, of
catarrh for years naturally think they
Knox to Judge E. E. Chase, of Bluehill.
Belfast, were here to attend the funeral of
cannot be cured, and become discourForest Candage gave a party on his Lyman Sfewall Lord, which was held in
aged.
eighth birthday, May 3. His little friends the Congregational church last WednesThe reason they have failed of cure
day.
enjoyed a bonfire and supper.
is because they have not treated the
Crumbs.
May 6.
Mrs. Melvin Lord died Friday morning.
disease with the local remedy, Hy-oThe funeral was held at the CongregaAMHERST.
tional chnrch Sunday afternoon, Rev. E.
mei, which Is breathed through a neat
The cheese factory opens this morning.
Bean, of Bluehill, officiating. Pall bearpocket iimaler so that its healing mediB. W. Silsby has gone to Bangor to work ers were Frank Stover, Wilmot Lord,
cated air reaches the most remote airAmos Lord, James Switser, brothers of
cells, kills ail catarrh germs and re- this summer.
Dell McDonald, wife and little daugh- the deceased. Mrs. Lord leaves a husband
stores the mucous membrane of the
ter, from Massachusetts, are at home on five small children, a mother, Mrs. Ruth
nose, throat and lungs to a healthy a
visit.
Lord, four brothers and three sisters.
condition.
O.
May 6.
May 6.
Tomson.
Catarrh is really a local disease and
FRANKLIN.
to cure it it must be treated by a remTREMONT.
edy which reaches every spot in the
Frttnk U- Jordan, of Franklin, and Miss
Miss Sylvia Rich went to Boston Saturnose and throat where the disease
Q. Jordan, of Waltham, were marRuby
germs lodge. Hy-o-mei does this and ried at the Baptist parsonage Saturday day to visit friends and relatives.
gives relief from the first day’s use.
The ladies aid society will meet with
Rev. A. W. Lorimer.
A complete Hy-o-mei outfit costs evening, May 4, by
After the ceremony a pleasant hour was Mrs. Leslie Rich
Friday, May 10.
but 91 and G. A. Parcher gives a guarspent at the parsonage. Refreshments
Rev. J. A. Lawrence left
antee with every package to refund were served. Their many friends wish
Monday to atthe money unless it cures.
tend the State of Maine conference in
| them a happy wedded life.

dropping gradually intot

cant

EAST SULLIVAN.

Dority

have been

cash store, and realize the saving they can make by
trading at it.
Watch the papers for further announcement!
Goods will be delivered as formerly.

the

NEWS.
Saw,

lately;

in expenses help in lowering the prices on my goods.
I want YOUR trade, as before, but after May 18 it must be strictly on the cash
ha
If you would rather not pay cash, I would rather not have your business. I shall
hopej
only to retain all my present patrons, but also to add many others to my li>t who

propose

•

F

credit

|

J. A. HAYNES,
Vries

extending

too much

It is time now for me to call a halt
very rut that I am warning you against in this ad.
I tell you candidly that I'd rather do a smaller volume of business for cash than
contin
! with my greater volume and carry such a large percentage of it on my books.
only” will mean a cleaner business for me; it will mean belter values for my

Since I have been in business I have tried a strictly cash system, and later the cash and
credit plan, and I KN’OW from experience that the strictly cash idea is decidedly better
for patron as well as for dealer—better, because it enables the dealer to sell for less, since
all book-keeping expenses are done away with, and the loss which inevitably goes with

COUNTY NEWS.

POSITION.
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